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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was
tabllshed and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed lta name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga
zette we learn that—
The Executive Council visited the
State Prison and complimented the
excellent showing being made by War
den Thurston.
Rockland's throe service clubs held
a get-together at The Thorndike.
State Librarian Henry E. Dunnack
He who boasts of his descent
boasts of that which he owes ••• was guest speaker.
to others.—Anon.
♦
Clarence Leonard was elected
president of the North Knox Fair,
which had $2000 In the till as the re
BOSTON
sult of the 1932 show.
DAILY TRIPS
Nicholas Pelllcane was elected man
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
$3.30 One Way; $0.38 Round Trip
ager of the high school basketball
BE SURE YOU'RE SAFE
team.
(Protect yourself with Railroad
The Wholesalers were leading In
Responsibility
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel, the Knox County Bowling League.

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 18, 1933

THREE CENTS A COPT

SALES TAX IS UNJUST

Volume 88..................... Number 138

WOULD RECOGNIZE RUSSIA

In the Eight-Day Session 106 Civil and 15 Criminal Ca$e$ Rockland Merchants Unit Against Proposed Burden— Rev. H. F. Huse So Told Baptist Men’s League -Believes
Mail Order Houses Exempt
It Would Aid World Peace
Were Disposed Of

Members of the Baptist Men's j amounting to 9.150,000 Hardly to be
The November term of Superior interest in his real estate. Smalley A resolution unanimously con- ' two sides to every question. I don’t
Court, which looked one spell like for libellant.
demning the proposed sales tax was believe the present session will pass League wouldn’t exactly want to go wondered at that Russia thought it
it would last, into next week, came
Verita Stanley Edwards of St. adopted last night at a good sized a “le* ta\bu.t.eVcry. bUsine&s ,nlan on record as saying they know how 1 useless to keep on. The speaker told
should be thinking of some method to settle the Russian situation, but how Kerensky, striving to keep Russia
to an abrupt conclusion Thursday Oeorge from Edward M. Edwards of
meeting of Rockland merchants.
they do feel that they know a lot in the war. made a powerful speech
to replace It."
night. There was only one civil trial St. George for non-support. Custody
Representatives Louis A. Walker
more about the subject after llrtenlng that swayed a vast audience—but the
John
O
Stevens,
manager
of
the
and four criminal trials but 106 of Dorothy Helen, minor child is
civil cases and 15 criminal cases were granted to Verita Stanley Edwards. and Neil A. Fogg were in attendance, Burpee Furniture Co . and secretary to the address on Russia, deliv- enthusiasm which it evoked lasted
and the committee was Instructed to of the meeting, made an impassioned ered at Thursday night’s meeting by j only two days. Then came an Interdisposed of. The term lasted eight Roberts for libellant.
acquaint
the other Knox County speech in which he declared a hid- Rev Henry F. Huse of North Haven, i nal upheaval and the cry: “All power
days. Judge Worster went to Alfred
Ruth A. Levy of South Thomaston
Mr Hughes has never been In Rus-1 to the Soviets! Peace! Land! Breal!"
to preside over a hearing in a con from Samuel Levy of Rockland for reprcscntatlves with the merchants' den tax to be a vicious thing, knd
sia. and his Information is not first ( The Soviets were beset from without
position.
i
gave
his
opinion
that
the
2-cent
levy
,
tested will case. Fred L. Wilson, cruel and abusive treatment. Libel
hand, but he is a keen, avid and ana- and within but In 1921 had succeeded
court reporter returned home to lant is given permission to resume Albert 8. Peterson, president of would become a 15 percent burden
------------------------------------------------- In establishing the 8ovlet Socialistic
Fuller-Cobb-Davls acted as chair- when passed on the consumer,
her former name of Ruth Alteen Till.
Portland.
Republic, with Lenin and Trotsky as
man. by virtue of having been named i “Everyone is paying a 30 per• • • •
Roberts for libellant.
the leaders
as
the
head
of
a
previously
selected
cent
tax
now."
said
Mr.
Stevens,
Fourteen divorces were granted.
Eva Lewis of St. Oeorge from Wil
Mr. Huse recited some of the ac
committee. He explained what the “Today he gets $7 worth of merchanThe list follows:
bur Lewis of parts unknown for de
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland
complishments. telling first of the
Maine Association Against the Sales dise for $10. In order to help the
Margaret
A.
Forbus
of
Rockland
and Thorndike Hotel. Rockland;
sertion. Tirrell for libellant.
great power plant which American
Tax has already done to “stop in- N.R.A. he has to come across with
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
from Sherwin R. Forbus of Rockland
Marguerite E. Harris of Rockland
engineers established In Russia, and
Justice to the retailer and con- 30 percent of his earnings. The
at Warren.
for cruel and abusive treatment. from Herbert A. Harris of St. Oeorge
of the Soviets' plans for 100 billion
sumer,
”
and
after
reading
the
premerchant
cannot
absorb
that
tax.
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
Custody of Sherwin J., minor child, for desertion. Custody of Richard
kilowatt hours by 1937. He told how
pared resolution opened the meeting Some are not paying their rent,
TEL. 92
99-tf
is granted to the maternal grand- T. Harris, minor child granted to
80.000.000 persons are now receiving
to general remarks.
taxes, or help. They are In the red.
j parents, James P. and Annie Ayl- Marguerite E. Harris; Libellee to
, education, and how illiteracy is rapid
Representative Walker said that What is going to happen if they ask
1 ward. Libellee to pay the sum of have the right to visit said child at
ly being wiped out. Agricultural Rus
the occasion for a sales tax is much my store to turn in $1500 or $2000 a
$4 each week for the support of said all reasonable times. Payson for li more unfavorable than It was a year year to the State? How am I going to
sia has not yet arrived, but is on the
I child and to have the right of visi- bellant.
I way.
ago
The higher the prices, the meet that tax? The only thing I can
A new lot of Jersey Suits for little boys from 2 to 6
1 tatlon at all suitable times. Smalley
Flora Y. Studley from Virgie F. higher the tax will be. There is a do is reduce my expenses. Already
"How can one help being thrilled?"
years. Navy Blue, Brown and Green
for libellant.
Studley, both of Rockland, for cruel most urgent need for new sources of some places of business have reasked the speaker, who said that
Rose T. Jewell from Ralph W. Jew and abusive treatment. Libellant to tajt revenue, the State being in ar- moved their electric clocks and
Prices $1.00, $159, $1.75
Soviet Russia promises to be one ot
SEWING OF ALL KINDS DONE HERE
ell. both of Rockport, for cruel and recover against the libellee the sum r^ars about $1900.000. at this time, phones. The only thing we can do if
the indst powerful countries in the
abusive treatment.
Custody of of $5000 as a specific sum in lieu of according to the Budget report. "If the sales tax Is imposed is to Are, and
i world, with a world federation of
j Charles A., minor child, Is granted to alimony. Libellant to resume her there is some other alternative than I shall be obliged to fire some< Soviet Republics an eventual pros
393 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
j Rose T. Jewell. Libellee to pay to former name. Flora Y. Kelloch. the sales tax. I shall turn to It," the body to reduce my expenses
pect.
libellant for support of said child the Smalley for libellant and Tirrell for speaker said.
Referring to the religious angle
Every kid who buys a sucker
I Mr. Huse said there would never have
sum of $5 per week, and to have the libellee.
•"There must be a little fire In this would have to pay a tax and every
Rev. Henry F. HumI right of visitation at all reasonable
been a Soviet Republic if Russia had
Harold W. Simmons of Boothbay proposition or there would not be so dollar a man earns would be taxed
i times. Libellant to recover against Harbor from Kathleen M Simmons much opposition." said Representa- , 2 percent. I for one register a proJ had real religion; It had a form of
lytical reader, and his address Is a religlon, but without the substance of
the libellee the sum of $35145 In of Rockland for desertion. C. R. tlve Fogg, “and I don't know who test.”
condensation
of what some of the | W#1
SovleU
n<J w
j lieu of alimony to be paid at the Tupper for libellant,
would hardly dare put In such a bill
I. R. Cutler, proprietor of Cutler’s
best students of political economy have Qod..
Mr Hum, ..an(, fQ
,ot>
rate of $10 a week. Upon payment
Abbie A. Bradstreet of Union from In face of it.” Dr. Fogg said he womans specialty shop, said: “If
written on the subject In short, the wh0 ar<1 nol
But Ood
M
thereof libellee to execute and de- Mark F. Bradstreet of Augusta for hadn't heard sales tax mentioned this tax goes through the merchants
findings
of
observers
who
have
travmuch
conc
e
rn
ed
for
Russia
as
he
U
$10 and $15 SILK DRESSES,
$6.95, $7.95, $9.95
liver to libellee a release deed of her cruei and abusive treatment. Cus when he was in Augusta at the spe- | will gather and agree to pass the tax
eled in Russia, and made what is pre- jor America "
rial
session.
Commenting
upon
State
,
on
entirely
to
the
consumer
—
who
tody of John H. Bradstreet. minor
WOOL DRESSES, $3.95, $6.95, $9.95
sumably an impartial study of a situA peace time barrage awaited Mr
child, is granted to Abbie A. Brad flnances he said that this city is In cannot stand it."
ation which is so extremely Involved ,
when the open forum began,
arrears
on
its
State
tax.
as
well
as
Kennedy
Crane
of
the
Senterstreet. Libellee to have the right to
TWIN SWEATERS,
$2.95
DANCE TONIGHT
that it Is not to be wondered at tha« j,ut found him well equipped wttn
other
communities,
and
Portland
acCrane
department
store
said
Un

visit
said
child
at
all
iVasonable
SOUTH HOPE
comere
cording to report, is going to ask point ought to be stressed that the the average American citizen can niaterial to
HATS,
$2.00, $3.00
Crockett's Bus goes from Camden to j times. Payson for libellant.
compn hend but little of It.
He made It very plain that he faRockland,
then
leaves
Park
St
at
7.45
abatement.
'
mail
order
houses
are
not
going
to
[
Madelin
B.
Alley
of
Rockland
from
ALL COATS REDUCED TO COST
“Ot'.e must get acquainted with the vors trig- recognition of Soviet Rusand Rankin Block at 8 o’clock.
"My idea/’ said the speaker, "is to be taxed "We find it tough com138’lt 1 Albert E. Alley of Camden, for cruel
facts," said Mr Huse. “We are not sla wlth the
that for one thing
flnd
some
other
way
to
levy
a
tax
petition,
”
he
said,
“
and
it
is
not
fair
' and abusive treatment. Otis for 11children
on
the
seashore,
thinking
in
,
lt
W
lll
aid
In
the
maintenance of
and carry on. In my opinion a State that we should be taxed and they
i bellant.
terms of marbles, but we are trying world peace.
lottery
’
is
out
of
the
question
and
I
should
not
”
Olive I. Maker of Warren from
CAMDEN, ME.
Members ot the Methebcaec Club,
"The only way to stop Injustice is I to think as statesmen, economists,
j Thomas J. Maker of Rockland, for should not vote for It. I don’t care to
138-139
preachers, etc."
headed by thetr president. Mrs An
vote
for
a
sales
tax
unless
it
seems
j
to
bring
the
facts
to
light,"
said
Ocean View Ball Room
cruel and abusive treatment. Llbel- the right thing to do. There are [chairman Peterson.
The speaker referred to Russia s gelica S. Glover, were Interested
Music by
I lant is permitted to change her name
hugeness—three times as large ascon- listeners.
Eddie Whalen’s Privateers ! to Olive I. Wotton. Arthur L. Thayer
I tinental United States with a popula
A letter was received from former
PRIZE DANCES
STEAM HEAT for libellant.
FOR NAVAL ACADEMY
SHELLS' TOUGH DAY
tion of 160.000,000 Tlie need ol an President Charles M Harrington ex
13$6Ttf
CHIROPODY, MANICITBING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
I ---------------Minnie Carey
of Rock, Wellman
-----------------------hUiorlcal perspective and an under pressing his pleasure over the greet
WAVING
port from Orrin J. Wellman of Rock- Senator White Announces Will Be I omorrow W hen (standing of sociological conditions ings sent to him by the League at the
MILLINERY, LADIES’ AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
port, for cruel and abusive treatment
Examinations Will Be Held
They Tackle Undefeated was stressed. Mr. Huse quoted preceding meeting "I am very much
34 MAIN STREET, C.AMDEN, ME.
Dwinal for libellant.
Waterville Blue Eagles
W Lan?°"t 'wh0 * °ne °f pleased at not being forgotten." the
In Rockland Jan. 6
Clara Richards of Camden from
_____
°
j ins summer neighbors! on the neces letter concluded. Greetings were sent
Charles E Richards of Belfast, for
Senator White, has arranged with . The Rockland Shells are fully sity of rebuilding the capitalistic sys to another ex-president. W O. Fuller,
cruel and abusive treatment. Dwinal the United 8tates Civil Service Com- aware that they face a tough prtpo- tem. It has serious weakness ana wlio is confined to his home by illness.
Frank H Ingraham, chairman of
I for libellant.
mission to conduct an examination sitlon tomorrow afternoon when they I needs more than patchwork attention
Dressed Io Order and Delivered
Dorothea
E
Oross
of
Rockland
ot applicants for the United States tackle the Waterville Blu» Eagles, the famous financier was quoted as the entertainment committee, an
Our stock is kept alive until
To any firm, person or corporation in any way furnishing fuel,
nounced that President Johnson of
wanted, so are bound to be Fresh
from Stuart Lawrcnce Gross ot Naval Academy. Examinations will undefeated all the season, and scored sa; >ng.
food, rent, clothing, milk, or any other item for the Emergency Re
I Rockland, for cruel and abusive be held, Jan. 6. at the Rockland post upon but once
One of the difficulties which con- Colby College will be the speaker at
lief Account for the town of St, George, NOTICE! Your invoices in
duplicate and duly approved by recipients, must be in our office not
treatment. Custody of Eleanor Lor- office at 9 a. m Special arrangements
Team A. consists of “Wallie" Dono- fronts an American in studying the the January meeting.
later than the 10th of the month following the month items were
The League stood in silence out of
raine
and
Paul
Stuart,
minor
chilfor
the
taking
of
this
examination
by
van
—fu'l back, former Colby star; j Russian situation is the language, and
THOMASTON
TEL.
647-14
SO.
furnished. The Emergency Relief accounts cannot continue to
138S141
dren
is
granted
to
Dorothea
E.
Gross,
candidates
residents
of
Maine
but
Bob
Violctte-quarter
back,
Colby;
thu
led
lhe
speaker
to
an
easy
dellnt-I
respect
to two members who had d:ed
receive the business unless you comply with the above request.
Signed by—
the libellee to have the right o4 not In the State on the date of the Nelson—halfback, former captain at 110,1 of two oft-spoken words—Soviet since the lastmeeting—E Mont Perry
visitation at all reasonable times and examination will be made upon Lawrence, Maine high;Nivtson. half- 'meaning a Council!; and Bolshevik and William N. Benner,
FRED H. SMALLEY,
NOW!
The December meeting will be held
libellee to pay to libellant the sum of specific request. Only those who back. Winslow and Ricker. Classical 'meaninga majority!.
Local Administrator Emergency Relief, Town of St. George
Reference was made to Russia's on the 14th—one week earlier than
“THE MERRIMAC"
138-143
$6 weekly for the support of the chil- have advised Senator White on or Institute; C. Maheu—left end. Notre
Silent Blue Flame Oil Burner
dren. first payment to be made Nov before Dec. 15. of their desire to do so. Dame. Semi Pros and Greenwich enormous losses in the World War— usual so as not to conflict with
Ins’.alled Complete
1,700.000 killed and total casualties | Christmas activities.
23. and payments to be made until will be eligible to compete in this Conn.. Semi Pros Conn.; St. Armand
......
■ ■■■ ■■■ ■
133*138
$15.00 and up
further order of Court. Roberts for examination Each applicant should ' ~lcft tacklc' Winslow high; Roy, left
Terms If Desired
their daughter. Virginia Leach; Hunt
FOR THE MILK FUND
libellant.
send Senator White a statement glv- *uard' NotreDame semi-pros. Dutty
“PYRO" Oil Burning Heating
er. a detective. Stanley Gay
....
ing his permanent residence. h« ' L*wU’ttnter’ Waterville High; MerCabinets, pioneer manufacturers
Since 1916
The case against Howard Murphy , present post office address, his full : cier’ rlght guard' Waterville Htgn. Co Operetta "Jerry of Jerieho Road" To Chorus and dance numbers will be
CERTIFIED TRUCKING SERVICE
Distributors
burn and Colby treshman; Paganucci.
Be Presented by High School
made up by other High School stuof
Boothbay Harbor, for Jail break-; name and the date of his birth. Ap
ANYWHERE
ANYTHING
ANYTIME
ROCKLAND
right tackle. Waterville High and
-----'dents and a few from the Junior
ing, was filed.
plications received by the Senator
Reasonable Rates
MENDIT SHOP
Coburn; Flewelling, right end Wa
Lovers of youth, lunetul music, and High, and the audience wlll be given
•
•
•
•
after Dec. 15 cannot be considered.
90 MECHANIC ST. ROCKLAND
WILSON R. FOSTER, Prop.
terville High. Coburn and Quincy coiorful dancing will have theh °PP°rtunity to see tourists, cowboys
Don Wilson of Port Clyde was sen- j These examinations will be open semi-pro. Utility men for team A— I
D. 11. CHOATE
R. S. DAVIS
ghosts, masqueraders, etc., in delight
Phone Thomaston 139-3
138‘lt tenced to six months In Jail, for on'y to *>°ys who are bona fid?
tastes gratified by attending "Jerry
Larsen, Waterville High; Hoss Ohful offerings.
assault and battery. Tirrellappeared residents of Maine. Boys must be at manski. former Cony High star; 135 of J<rlchp Road, the operetta to be Once again the point Is stressed
for the respondent.
!east 16 Fears of age and not have pound Scotty Bolduc who.e educated put on at the High School auditorium that the proceeds from this endeavor
• • ••
reached their 20th birthday on or toe never fails tor point.
Thursday and Friday evenings ot will go to the milk fund, the one big
Robert U. Collins has been ap- before March 31. The examination
The Waterville team has blanked next week for the benefit of the Par project of the Parent-Teacher As
pointed permanent receiver of the wiH ** tor the selection ot four Madison. Wilton, Red Raiders. Mal
sociation. Tickets are now on sale
Knox County Motor Sales Company.1 nornlnces. namely, one principal and den, Philadelphia Colored 3^ars and ent-Teacher milk fund.
at a low figure.
“Jerry of Jericho Road," Is an ap
by decree of Justice Worster dated three alternates.
Rocnester Mountaineers, the only
£ Nov. 16. In the case of Willis H. An- The nominations will be based upon team to score against tt being West pealing story. Alan O'Day, a wealthy
HAS FEWER STUDENTS
derson vs Knox County Motor Sale' lie ranlt attained by the contestants. Medfotd.
Easterner, desires the hand of Sandy
£ Company. Charles T. Smalley and Tlle Senstor reserves the right to Quite a number of local fans wil: Bank in marriage. Sandy rejects him The registration at the University
HArry E. Wilbur appear for the plain-' decllne to give a nomination 1° any follow the Shells to Waterville, and because her mother, Lettice Bank, so of Maine for the first semester of
I
tiff and Z. M Dwinal appears for the
on the ehglble list of an>' othcr will root lustily.
1933-34 up to and Including Nov.l. Is
shamelessly favors the match on ac
ROCKLAND, MAINE
defendant.
Senator or Congressman.
1467 students, a loss of 914 per cent
count of Alan's money. In an effort
JUSTICES ASSIGNED
» , . » ,
The Senator wishes to impress upover the same period last year, or
to forget Sandy, Alan goes west to his 148 students. This is less than was
The cost of the term amounted to °n a" candida*s the desirability of
The Maine Superior Court calendar ranch whlch he converU lnlo a
£
their submitting to a physical ex
expected by the administration be
$1,924.91, of which amount $66044
£
ist camp Lettice Bank, not to be fore the opening of the University,
amination at the nearest Naval was announced Tuesday.
was paid to Jurors and $619.73 was
Justice
Herbert
T.
Powers
of
Fort
thwarted, takes her husband and but Improved business conditions In
£ paid for witnesses and officers’ fees Station prior to the date of the ex
amination on Jan 6. Senator Whi’e Fairfield comes to Knox County for Sandy and follows him. her excuse various parts of the state Increased
£ in criminal cases.
the February term; Justice William for the venture being that she wishci
will be glad to arrange such a physi
H. Fisher for the May term, ana to live in the open, to regain her the expectation at the last moment.
cal examination for any candidate.
Justice
George L. Emery for the No health. The little party camp oi
CLOSES NOVEMBER 21
vember
term.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Through the statewide apple tree
sonic land adjoining Alan's ranch,
In Lincoln County the presiding which turns out to be some verv
purchasing
pool,
400
apple
growers
PAYMENT MADE DECEMBER I
Osteopathic Physician
have planted 100.000 trees of Mc justice for the May term will be valuable oil land owned by Oeraldlne [ ha“ *I^.wa
38 SUMMER ST.,
ROCKLAND Intosh and other approved varieties Herbert E Holmes of Lewiston, the Bank, a niece. The plot proceeds in- #nd IJrtao to »ome music at least ones
If Not Called For Checks Will Be Mailed
,
.
s week The loss of these tastes Is a loss
TEL. 136
of happiness —Charles Darwin.
during the ten year period 1922- newly-appointed member of the Su terestlngly.
perior
Court;
while
Justice
Harry
The
cast,
which
brings
in
some
of
------1931.
127‘129tf
Manser comes in November.
SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY
the best talent In High School, com
The Hancock County assignments prises:
She walks In beauty, like the night
49-tf
Of cloudless climes and starry skies.
arc: Justice Fisher in April and
Uncle Pete, an old time Westerner And all that's best of dark and bright
Justice Holmes in September.
Walter Barstow; Alan ODay, young Thus melloweci^.o^that'^enderTight
Waldo County's three presiding owner of Feudal Rock Ranch, Edward j wh,eh heaven to gaudy day denies
Judjes will be Justice Powers in Janu Griffin; Oeraldine Bank, known af One shade the more one ray the less,
In My Office or At Your Home
lorev rtnrnthv HorvioHad half Impaired the nameless grace
ary. Justice Worster in April and Jerry,
Dorothy Harvie, John Drayton. Which
waves in every raven tress
Onlv
Justice Fisher in October.
1 Alan’s cousin. Leon White; Mimi, a ,„?r
“«htens oer her face.
Specialize an Chimes and French
'
Where thoughts serenely sweet express
llapper, Charlotte Mattatall; Dora, How pur<t how dear their dwellingClocks
dXaoo
This Offer Is For a Limited Timp
All Work Guaranteed
Mimi's cousin. Dorothy Boynton; CorWeekly Payments
on that cheek and o'er that brow
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Few who write to the newspa
| nelius Bean, from Boston, Edwin Ed And
So soft, so calm, yet eloquent.
Jeweler
per realize that thirty lines wlll
wards Jr.; Amos Bank, an Easterner, The smiles that win. the tints that glow.
Cor. Broadway and Limerock St.
Now Located at
But tell of days In goodness spent —
••cure a hundred readers, while
Howard Crockett; Lettice Bank, his A mind at peace with all below.
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
Telephone B84-J
half a column secures one.
A heart whose love Is Innocent.
138-lt
404 Main Street
Rockland
wife, Nathalie Jones; Sandy Bank
Byrou,

READ THE ADS

JERSEY SUITS for SMALL BOYS

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP

THANKSGIVING SALE

Beginning Thursday, November 23

WENTWORTH MILLINERY

Dance On Tuesdays

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN

AS TO EMERGENCY RELIEF

THANKSGIVING
Ducks, Geese, and
Chickens
MONROE’S

FOSTER’S TRANSFER

A
2

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS BANK

1933 CHRISTMAS CLUB

A EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

1934 CHRISTMAS CLUB

NOW OPEN

CLUBS 25/ to $5.00

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

OSTEOPATHIC
TREATMENTS

$1.00
Dr. Clara Tuttle

The Courier-Gazette TALK OF THE TOWN
|

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

--------

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November I 8, 1933

Page Two
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.
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Mv voice shal't thou hear in the
3
morning, O Lord; in the morning will
I direct my prayer unto thee and will
look up.—Psalm 5:3.

----------

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 21- <2 to 7.30 p. m). Woman's
Educational Club at Bok Nurses Home,

PLEASED AUDIENCE

ST. GEORGE CHURCHES

Think
of Thanksgiving—
W/ien You

Tenant's Harbor and Wiley Corner

“Living it through victoriously in
my own home," the second in a series
miss Ellen Daly hostess
Pause a moment, and consider your on “Living It Through,” will be the
^UXfoes^Jng1^2
DINNER for that day.
morning subject in each of these
publicans' Club
Is your Coffee good enough; will churches; Mrs. w’is Wilson and
Nov. 23-24 — Rockport — Play,' Heads
it phase your guests?
Up." at Town hall, auspices Epworth
Mrs. F. W. Barton will sing a duet;
League.
•
It is a question as important as Bible school following the morning
Nov. 23-24—"Jerry of Jericho Road."
auspices Parent-Teacher Association at
your Turkey question.
service; Miss Agr.es Sivewright will
R H. S auditorium.
A eup of delightful, smooth, rich,
Nov. 28 — Camden — Annual Donation
lead
the 6.15 Christian Endeavor
delicate flavored coffee does a great
Party tor Community Hospital.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving Day.
deal toward# making your dinner meeting, topic, "Avoiding Shaane and
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving dance, benefit
a success.
Pretenses." Have any of today, gift
Red Cross. Thorndike Hotel.
Dec. 1—Rubinstein C.ub guest eve
NOW, ladies, consider
ed with the noticing faculty, noticed
ning. "The March of the Months.”
Dec. 4—City election.
—THAT at this time of year the de
WILKINS
COFFEE
Dec. 6—Methodist fair.
Dec 6-8 — Thomaston — Methodist
It wiH do ail of these things—not sire to sing returns to many people,
Ladles Aid Christmas sale and supper
once—but every time.
and that because of good singing
Dec. 6 — Camden — Congregational
Ladles Society hold sale of fancy articles ' If you have not tried It, will you?
many others desire to listen, and these
at the vestry.
Dec 7-8—R H. S. senior play. Climb- I If you do use it you know.
two things account for larger attend
If everybody buys it for Thanks ance at the Sunday evening service.
IU§ec H—Monthly meeting of Baptist
giving—you and your guests will Following the song service at 7 the
Men's League. (Note change).
j
Dec 16—St. John Baptist Christmas
be charmed.
pastor will give the second in a series
fair. Thomaston.
'
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS
Dec. 19-21—Pruning and thinning
on Revelation which is to cover the
demonstrations In Knox and Lincoln |
Counties.
message to the Seven Churches; mid
Wight
’
s
Baking
Cream
Dec. 21 (4 40 p. m l—Winter begins.
Dec 25—Christmas Day
Makes Superior Bread and Cake week meeting Tuesday and Wednes
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
day evenings.
Jan 6—Naval Academy examinations'
• • • •
at Rockland postofhee.
Long Cove
Arlene Chaples will speak at InWFATIIFR
At St. George's Church <Episcopal)
r.d citizens who have teen Braham Hill Chapel at 2 30 Sunday
Rocklar
Rev.
E. O. Kenjon, pastor. Evensong
rapping cn the pipes for warmer j afternoon
and sermon at 7 o'clock. All are welweather were rewarded this morning
,
mercury I Mrs. N Cook Sholes is to organize come.
when they found that the mercury
tad quit flirting with the zero mark * chapter of Knox Hospital AuxilRuth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
ar.d was back in the 3Cs. where
»« Vmalhaven and to act as IU
There will be sewing at the hall in
vice president.
should be so early in the winter. Last
the afternoon. Circle supper will be
night's snowstorm was the third of
The Camden & Rockland Water in charge of Mrs May Cross and
the season. Barometer this morning
Co. is extending its 8-inch main a Mrs. Stella McRae, and the usual
29.88 and steady. Temperature 33
distance of about 500 feet, reaching business meeting takes place in the
Sunday partly cloudy and Just a wee
nearly to the railroad track.
I evening.
bit colder.
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ELOQUENT TRIBUTE

THE SCHUMANN CLUB

Listens To Concert Offerings To the Late
oodbury Dean, Presents
With
Under Auspices Of the
Termed A Modern Mark
Diligent Dames

Hopkins

Notable Program
Rubinstein Club

Members As Guests

The concert at the Congregational1 The late President James A. Gar- I Several members of the RubinChurch Thursday evening brought field said of Ills greatest instructor £teln Club—Mrs. Lilian S Copping,
SERMONETTE
out a good sized audience which paid in Williams College, "A pine bench PresJdent, Mrs. °race
Crie, \ict
(Municipal Electlofi. Dec. 4)
president.; Mrs. Katherine Veaz.e of
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
tribute by appreciative applause to with Mark Hopkins at one enn and {he cxecutlV2 board; Mrs Helen
The Essential Element of Success
the splendid offerings of the artists, myself at the other is all the college Wentworth, a former president, and
ful Preaching
For Mayor
The program was opened by num- j need." A district school house with Miss Martha Wight, Mrs. Loreta
A simple scripture narrative
CARLETON F. SNOW
contains the essence of successful bers from Liza Lehmann s notab'e 1 Woodbury Dean at the teachers desk Bicknell and Mrs. Blanche Morton,
"In a Persian Garden," sung |
, of the associate and active list—
Of Ward Three
preaching. It contains the secret cycle
.
___ ...___ was all the college that scores of
1 mo*orcd to Bangor Tuesday and were
of the profound hold the Roman by a quartet composed of Mrs. Helen
Wentworth, Mrs. Kathleen Marston. 1 men and women ever knew, and it honor gue.tg Qf th>, Schumann club
Ward One
Church has upon its adherents.
Alderman—Donald L. Kelsey.
Catholics do not attend church Almon Richardson and Marshall was college enough. I was not one tbe afjair belI1g one of the happiest
School Board—Louis Cates.
because of fear. Roman Catho Bradford. The quartet also con- 0[ yr Dean's pupils, but my mother jn the annals of the Rockland club,
Warden—F. Evelyn Cates.
Ward Clerk—Lowell E. Tripp.
lics go to mass. What is the mass? tributed another group as a closing was and one of my earliest recollec- Members of the Harmony Club of
Ward Two
The celebration of the Lord's sup feature — three numbers from the tions is her oft. repeated statement. Lincoln were also special guests.
Old English Cycle by Wilson, in ] -when I went to school to Woodbury
Alderman—Capt. John Bernet.
The Rockland guests were met at
per. The ceremony that pro
School Board—Mrs. H. V. Tweedie
which they were most happy. “The Dean " I do not believe that it would Symphony House by Mrs. Edith F.
claims
our
Lord's
death
until
he
Warden—Harold C. Simmons.
Pedlar" in the style of a round was be possible to overestimate the wealth ’ Tuttle, corresponding secretary of
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordancomes. Their remembrance of
particularly enjoyable.
of affection which pupils of Mr. Dean the host club, and by Mrs. Ellen
Ward Three
the death of the Saviour of tM
Little Joan Berman in two poems lavished upon him. Those who went Peterson Noyes who opened for the ('|
Alderman—Maurice F Lovejoy.
world. On every altar the cruci
by Eugene Field — "The Duel' and to school to Wcodbury Dean never disposal of the guests her attractive
School Beard—Mrs. Ruth EUingfix. The cross, the power of sal
"The Peach," captivated her audi forgot it or found a teacher to equal studio on the second floor. When
wood*
vation. St. Paul says to every one
Warden—Albert M. Hastings
ence, both by her charming manner him.
the group was complete, adjournWard Clerk—Mrs Hope Brewster.
that believes.
and by her evident talent. She was a
I have often wondered what the ment was made to the Hammond
Ward Four
An angel spake to Philip, "Take
dainty figure in soft blue taff<e’.a Influence of Mr. Dean upon the street Church where a roast chicken
Alderman—Mavnard L. Marston,
the Gaza road," and he went
with rose sash. She gave as an en educational history of America would I supper was served. Prettily appoinlsencol Board—Rev E. O. Kenyon.
"And behold a man of Ethiopia, of
Warden—Harold J Philbrook.
core another of Field's beloved have been if a physical disability cd tables were simply but effectively
great authority, treasurer of the
Ward Clerk—Miss Hazel Spear.
poems. "Little Boj' Blue."
had not made it imprudent for him I decorated in a color scheme of yelqueen of the Ethiopians, Candace.
Ward Five
• • • •
to complete the training and carry low. with candles the predominant
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
He had been up to Jerusalem to
Miss Florence Dean in Edna St. out the work ot pedagogy. From' feature. Mrs. Copping and Mrs
School Board—Harold Whitehill.
worship and was sitting in his
Vincent Millay's latest play, “Thi> what I know of Mr. Dean and from Crie were at the right hand of Mrs.
Warden—Donald Haskell.
chariot.
reading
Esaias
the
Ward Clerk—Raymond A. Hoch.
Princess Marries a Page" displayfd the lasting impression which he made Ruby R. Austin, president, at the
prophet. Philip coming up to
Ward Committee—Walter Chaples
a
remarkable feat, of memory. This upon his pupils I am convinced that' honor table. Mrs. Austin, handsomeHarold Philbrook, Kenneth White, A
him bluntly asks, "Understandest
young artist continues to grow in i his career would have approximated ly gowned in coral velvet, extended
F. Lamb.
thou what thou readcst?" Think
ability, and it can well be under- that, of Arnold of Rugby. Dr. Ellot of greetings to the guest.,. Mrs. Copping,
Ward Six
of that Yet the great man asked
The
water
company
hearings
beA.
W.
Gregory.
Carl
Morse,
Ra.ph
Alderman—Joshua N. Southard.
stood why she is held in such pride Harvard and Mark Hopkins Of Mrs. Crie, Mrs. Wentworth and Mrs.
Huntley-Hill Post. VFW will hold'
„ .
. ,,Icre the Public Utilities Commission L. Smith and Parker E. Worrey at- him into his chariot to explain by her teacher, Adelyn Bushnell, who Williams Woodbury Dean had the Vcazie responding with clever UU.e
School Board—I. Lawton Bray.
Esaias'
prophecy
concerning
installation of officers Sunday at 1
continued owing tb the tended the big Lions' meeting in
Warden—James P. Aylward.
gave an excellent presentation of qualities of a great teacher, the whoFe , couplets from Mrs. Copping's facile
Ward Clerk—Israel Snow,
p. m at the Post room.
change in the Commission's person- Bangor Thursday and heard the na- Christ. And Philip preached unto
Oscar
Wilde's "Happy Prince," with history of education in our land pen. expressing appreciation of the
Ward Seven
| nei
tional president. Mr Beddow. They him Jesus—and the eunuch said, a musical background provided bj’ would have been profoundly affected delightful entertainment, provided,
Alderman—Augustus
B Huntley
_______
_
Mrs. Alden Ulmer Sr. is to have
------brought home a glowing report, of "See. here is water: what dost
Marshall Bradford at the piano. if this great personality could have
School Board—Mrs. Gladys Jones charge of club coffee to accompany
At the close of dinner the group re
hinder me to be baptized?" Philip
1
The
Young
Republicans'
Club
has
Bangor hospitality.
Morgan.
Miss Dean responded with a musical shaped in it.
turned to Symphony House to And
the
Educational
Club's
box
luncheon
said "If thou believest." The
Warden—Alden Perry
. .
voted to co-operate with the Repub------reading, "The Land of Heart's De
• • • •
their number augmented by several
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Frances Far- at the Bok Nurses Home at a.w
Committee in the formaBy a vote of 5 to 1 the Municipal eunuch said. “I believe that Jesus
The impressive encomiums lavished ether club members and male guests,
Tuesday.
rand.
I tion of an organization ot Repubii- Cfficers yesterday granted the peti- Christ is the Son cf God.” To sire.” and Miss Bushnell gave an eloquent rendering of the first act cf upon jjr. Dean as a teacher, made A brilliant program was presented by
gether they entered tire water and
-------lean women.
,tion of the Oulf Refining Co. to be
TIIE SALVATION ARMY
"Taming cf the Shrew,' offering bjnl a conspicuous figure to me, and Ethumann Club members, with ii
Secrets of municipal credit and a!
allowed to erect four steel storage
Philip baptized him. The certain
her opportunity for some splendid an through my boyhood I regarded single guest artist. Dr. Maurice P.
local Salva- rcport 011/^^8 ®Pec“l ses&‘on°f
Arthur Pierson of Tenant s Har- tanks on the Five Kilnsproperty.
result of the successful preaching
Ensign Hand of the
teter work.
him witb a £ort of awc. As I gi<W ' King harpist of the Bangor Symphony •
the Legislature will feature the
charged a-jth threatened assault which will now be acquired by the of Jesus Christ.
tion Army announces that com
Mr. Bradford who also acted as older and came to know him in his Orchestra. Dr King who studied the ’ f.t
Knickerbocker Konference Sunday upcn pr?nk puhen, was before Mu- corporation. W. Anderson of Boston
William A. Holman.
mencing Sunday evening there will
master of ceremonies in an engaging home j £aw those human qualities harp with the famous Carlos Salin Glover's Store at 12 noon. If you nicjpal Court ycsterday
ac. and the local manager. C. J. Bo'wley
be a week of special services every
manner, offered as a solo the Pro- wh!ch so endeared him to his pupils zedo during a summer at Seal Harbor
are a man you are invited.
K
was
R
ecorder
Otis'
first
appeared
for
the
company.
Several
j quitted .
evening. All over the United States
AA?_heS°nlr_C!aV.0_na\?^^l0?ue from “n Pa?llacci" sunB in in mv mature years as a college anc. explained and demonstrat'd the
case
in
that
capacity
Tirrell
for
the
neighbors
appeared
in
opposition.
the Salvation Army is launching its
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
Col. Fernando S. Philbrick, com
' When in commission the plant will preach on the subject "Knowing God his native tongue. Italian, to tlie de- university man I probed into Mr variations of chords made possible
fall and winter spiritual campaign pletely recovered from his recent I respondent.
light of his hearers. His encore was Dean's past and learned from him by the use of the pedals in addition
_____
have a monthly payroll of about
which will be entitled "The Best For pneumonia attack, dropped Into The
Through Service." Church school at
Sidney Homer s "Uncle Rome from <tmething of the years when he had to the solo number contributed to the
Ellsworth
High
School's
basketball
$20,000.
it
is
understood,
The Highest," the slogan meaning Ccurier.Oaze.te
yesterday, lookcoon. The Comrades of the Way will
"The
Bandanna Ballads."
been a teacher.
1 program, which was:
j
schedule
has
been
announced.
The
------that all Salvationists must give ing his oldtime self. And then away
meet in the vestry at 6 30 o'clock.
The Aiwiliary of Sons of Unicn
• • • *
I am not a teacher, nor am I expert Organ—Toccata and Fugue, D minor
their best in every sense for the he went on some trip over the State. team plays in Rockland Dec. 5, and
Bacn
LLzt's "Etude In D flal" was bril- ] in pedagogical psychology, yet the
Grace Bramhall Howe,
Rockland plays in Ellsworth Jan. 12. Veterans held its annual fair WedAt St. Peter's Church 1 Episcopal 1
highest, their best for God. In con
All
of
which
again
brings
us
in
touch
nesday
afternoon,
with
pleasing
reRcv
E
o
Kcnyon
rcc
tor,
services
liantly
played
by
Maybelle
Pratt
frank
and
manly
way
in
which
Mr.
Volce
A
A
ButtcrflGd
'
Oounod
nection with this campaign Ensign
The battleship New Mexico shook
coach suits.
In conjunction with the sale jcr tomorrow wm
appropriate for Strong, and Nettie Bird Frosts rich Dean told me of his administration of ('cello obligato. Anna Torrens Dymondi
Hand has arranged for some of the the dust of Rockland harbor frofif Tus with thatastute and lovable
L. C. (Stiviei Sturtevant.
01 many useful articles, there was a the
Sunday after Trinity; Holy contralto was at its best In the various schools convinced me that he Innatonpathet!que"rt.. AdaK1J Beethoven •
local pastors and those in surround keel Thursday afternoon and head
------card party, with honors going to Communion at 7.30; Church School famous aria.“My Heart at Thy Sweet | was years ahead of his time in his Bernt<?Mn Sawyer, violin Mr, nvmtmd"
ing towns to take part in these ser\- ed back for lhe Philadelphia NavyNext week at Strand Theatre. jjr£ Jennie Cur' s, Mrs. Mary Jor- at 9 30; choral Eucharist and ser- Voice from
"Samson et Delilah."keen and discriminating grasp of the
cello; Helen
m Tcwit,bury. piano:
ices which will commence at 7 45 p.
Yard. There will be no more trials Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, dan and Mrs. Grace Keller TVn.----------— ------_____ _
_____
organ—The Lark
T;'‘e mon at 10.30; ------------Vespers at -4 30.
Ray P.ercy, baritone, of Nobleboro.
principles of education.
As
an,n«tle.
tn- Piano
Glinka
m each evening. Special music will on the Rockland course until next
"Footllght Parade;" Thursday, "The public supper was in charjgc
Mrs.
a
newcomer
to
local
musical
circles,
flexible
disciplinarian,
a
patient
and
voice-Berceuwirom "JucGyn," Oodard
be one of the features.
March.
Worst Womanin Paris,
Prldaj, veima Marsh. Mrs. Allie BUcSingAt First Church of Christ. Scien- displayed a pleasing baritone voice meticulous Instructor, and an
an jin
n_
(violin obligato. Mrs Sawyert
BUciinfSaturday evening. 7.30 p. m„ open
Flower ... Campbell-Tipton
HenriettaCrossman in
"Pilgrim- ton Mrs Wa,ter
and
tist, corner cf Cedar and Brewster and peISinalily. and desjjite his ob- spirational guide to youth. Wood- Voice —ASpirit
Memory ............ Rudolph Gar.z
air; in the hall Christian praise
In connection with our extended age;„
Jack HoH and Kay
Wincbenba „
Helen Spearen Leonard
At the eve- streets. Sunday services are at 10 30 V;ous nervousness his numbers “Be- bury Dean had few superiors. In Quintet for piano and strings—Allegro
service with preaching by Ensign report on the NRA parade appeared Wray m ..Master of Men."
brtllante from Quintet for Plano and
ning
business
meeting
it
was voted to ar.d the subject cf the Lesson-Ser- cause" by dHardelot, "Duna" by situations
which were painfully Strings
Hand, sermon topic "What manner of an item concerning two veteran Main
_____
In E Hat major’’ .... Schumann
Estelle B Habenlcht first violin; Rita
hold
a
"get-together"
of
Anderson
men
tomorrow
will
be
"Soul
and
McGill
and
"Invictus"
by
Huhn.
were
critical
Mr.
Dean
handled
men
as
persons the Christians ought to be." street business men. Frank D. Lamb
a meeting of the Nurses Alumni of
Silver, second violin: Mrs. Sawver.
viola: Mrs Dymond. ’cello; Augusta
Sunday morning 10 a m., Sundav an(j Charles H. Moor, who have teen Knox Hospital was held Wednesday Camp and Auxiliary at supper Sat- Body." Sunday School is at 1145 gjven wdh understanding.and style. only a great military strategist could
M Jenkins, piano
Wednesday evening testimony meet- his diction being particularly good, handle them.
School, leader Sister Shaw; 11 a. m . proprietors 52 and 42 years, respec- afternoon at the Bok Nurses Home. urday. Nov 25
Voice—Vlllanelle ................. Dell' Acqua
------ing
is
at
7.30.
The
reading
room
is
Forget-Me-Not .... Oraben-Hofmann
Mrs. Frost gave as an encore Oley
Holiness service, preaching by En- tiveiy and wbo appeared in the pa-. Following the business meeting 1
Louise Hardy
The combined assets ofa wide ex- iocated at 400 Mam street, and is Speaks "To You. and Mr. Piercy
sign Hand "Props or Pillars in the r&(j. But neither can boast the rec- very interesting talk was given by
j think of Mr. Dean more as Organ and piano—Piece Heroique ..........
pericnce.
an
observant
eye
and
a
Qpen
WC8
fc
days
from
2
until
5
p.
m.
Temple
of God;" 6 p.m.. Young Peoan intriguing little number called a great foul than as a great teacher.
Mrs. Howes. Mary Hayes Rayford00
n
nnen air followed bv service ““ Of E“Ward ® Spear> Northentl Miss Marjorie Hawkes of the hospital
acceat brought to
"Two Little Magpies '*
pies open air. followed by senici ma-hetman, who has been on the same staff, on "Nursing Amongst the In
It
was
the
privilege
of
a
lifetime
to
Mrs.
Jenkins and Marion S. Willisyesterday's Rotary Club luncheon by
At the Pratt Memorial Church toinside, leader Sister Stanley, 7.30 p. jjQor 52 years, it wouldn't be theldians.”
Mrs. Faith G. Berry accompanied visit him and talk with him. In ton acted as accompanists,
Tcm Collins of Georgia proved most morrow morning Rev. Charles E ......... .................... ..
m., combined Senior and Young Peo- Nnrthprj
u-itbnuf Ned
!
..........
.....___
pie's open air; 8 p. m. evangelistic
date of the big Republican entertaining. Mr. Collins who Is n Brooks wil. preach on "The Great in her usual finished manner, and the
* years that I have been returning Th? es ablished dignity of the permy former home for a few wefits formance of the maturer members
thbfc cltv aSRUitim? .Tllripp PflVAOfl in nrtrimnnHiripnt ” Tho antbpm hv thp
.
service, preaching by Ensign Hand.
Thcre was a lot of extra smoke supp£r and get-to-gether has been thls
Jud*e Payson ‘n Commandment." The anthem by the
to her art, the hearty ap- of ea:h summer I have rarely per- of the club was pleasantly balanced
free the liquidation
hquidatlon of the affairs of the choir will be "The earth is the
"Getting most out of life."
. .
_
T ....................
00
f...
around the Court House Thursday definitely set for Nov. 22 with
Rcckland National Bank
plaure of the audience bespoke the mitted a day to pass without a visit by the exuberance of youthful talent,
has trav- Lord's,'' Lob. Harold Oreene will
Speakers for
the services each and when expianations had been "uppers for the first 200 followed by «-CCKlauQ
131 —
appreciation held for one who has of an hour or two with Mr. Dean. Ia culminating in a most enjoyable
ellcd
wiuely
and
seen
the
hidden
sing
a
solo
Classes
for
all
age
night next week are: Monday even- made n was found t0 have orlglnated a brief period of speaking and a joloccupied a place in local circles for the latter years of his life he sat in program, well arranged and ani<«_
-T-i,
on £ide of much of the nation's busi- groups at the Church School which
ing, Ensign Hand; Tuesday, Rev. G from cigars distributed by Ensign liflcatlon.
—
The
affair Is open to
of
many years and who has given
eiirri-r onpirnnrt Rantict chnrrh
"
~
D.n..kiua. cvmnathUe men “cas »«““■
spunc wwiuiy ui ub metis at noon, tpwortn League ai
- •
shadows, viewing life through an nounced by Miss Tewksbury, a life
Currier. Rockport Baptist Church. otis whose appotntment „ recorder tho.e of Republican sympathies, men
here and expre£SCd hls ap. 6 30 p m At ,he pvcnlng Q,ad Qos. erously of her time and knowledge impalpable mist hearing the voices member cf this club, a past presiWednesday. Rev. J. C. MacDonald.! by a Democratic Governor had been ’or women. The latchstring is out.
of hls friends and neighbors, and dent. It was particularly interestpreciation of the work of Judge Pay- pel service at 7.15 the pastor's ser- to the promotion of music.
Rockland; Thursday, Rev. C.
confirmed by a Republican Executive
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues- £on as conservator and of that of his men theme will be "Some 'I Ams' of
Thc concert was given under the feeling the thrill cl their hand- ing to follow t.be flights of Olinka's
Brooks. Rockland; Friday. Rev. L G. council. Mr. Otis has received his]
day. In the afternoon there wil! be predecessor, Homer E. Robinson. Mr Jesus." A wideawake song period aU£Pices
Diligent. Dames, and clasps, but his mind was discriminat- "Lark" as por'.-ayed with delicate ,
I
Perry, Rockland and Miss Olive commission and is ready to try any- a public card party, with plaj- to be- Ccllins possesses a keen sense of and special musical numbers will tlw daughters acted as ushers, very mg and clear and r.o detail of hls clarity by Miss Ebbeson. since so re
Bragg will sing with mandolin ac- hoejy
w-ants to be tried,
gin at 2. Mrs. BeUe Lewis in charge humor which was much to the fore feature this service. At the Tuesday
figures In their dainty past was blurred by the dulling of ceatly thc Rockland club had heard
ccmpaniment.
_____
Circle supper at 6 15 will be in charge In hls comparison of life andcus- night prayer meeting at 7.15 o'clock evenin« gowns. They were Priscilla the poignant edge of memory. He Maybelle Pratt Strong's presentaCarroll F. Moore and Andrew Jen of Mrs. Annie Aylward, Mrs. Ada toms, conditions and resources in the oastor is giving a series of talks Lovejoy, Margery Bartlett, Barbara was always radiant, and I never tion of this number at the meeting
Thanksgivmg is Just around the
sen of Portland have been before
Prescott, Mrs Jennie Peyler. Mrs Maineand Georgia.
on “The Lord's Prayer.” A large Derry‘ Nathalie Jones. Dorothy and knew him to be disheartened. With of Oct. 27.
corner, but to a good many people it
Municipal Court this week, charged Edith Richards, Mrs. Flora Post and
t
-------group of boys from this church are Norma Frost. The proceeds which ; a merry laugh and an unconquerable [ Mrs. Leonard, one of Bangor's forewill only be just another holiday.
with obtaining money under false Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett.
The Un:ver£alis' fa:r '*hich took attcnding lbe gtate Boys. conference will net better than $40 wlll be divided sense of humor, the weakness of the most voice teachers, whom the local
Nothing for them to remember the
pretenses, the complaint alleging that
place on Wednesday, although con- at Auburn-Lewiston over this week- between tfie Dames for their charity tx>dy and the weight of the yeats ' club was privileged to hear las’
historic event by, and in some in
they accepted money for the publica
activities and the Pilgrim Vested' could not crush him.
(spring in an exchange program'.
Principal Blaisdell accompanied by ducted on a much simpler icale than end
stances there will not even be the tion of advertisements in a booklet
Russell
Nash,
Carl
Spear,
Howard
!
in
previous
years,
proved
successful
Choir
for
new
music.
necessary food. For such as these, the which did not appear. The comThc world is richer for the life of gave a poised rendering of her fln<>
.Crockett, Charles Ellis, Winfield in all respects. Aprons, cooked food
Preaching service at 10 30 at the
- --------------- --- ------ ■
Knox County Community Center
such a man. as Woodbury Dean and j numbers. The ensemble numbers
plainants were Mrs. Charles Pales j chatt0 pran-js Havener. Carleton and candy were offered for sale, and Littlefield Memorial Church, pre- assisted by organ and piano The spemakes an appeal to the citizens ol>
hls going leaves a place which no i were of particular interest as little
Mrs. Susan Foss and G. Carl Cassens Brault Burr Atwood, Harrison San- a chicken pic supper brought In a ceded by a short praver meeting cial musical numbers will be "Come
Rockland to contribute through the The cases were continued until Mon-1
other man can fill. Who but God opportunity is provided locr.lly 7o
born, Stanley Gay, Ray Gardner, large crowd. Evergre en trees and Thc pastor's subject will be, "The ye disconsolate," Schenecker, and “In can count thc souls which have been hear this type of music. The artists , fc
medium of the boxes on the street day.
man wno
who made
made his
his successful
successful comecome- heavenly love abiding," Holden. Mr. ]£teadied and hearlencd
hnortnnn/4
/■«,
____
: Charles and Frederick Merritt, John potted geraniums formed the simple nian
for IL/,
the ! in
in trsnoo
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groups nnim
gave splendid
per_
from Saturday until the 29th, in
Tlie famous poem "Abou Ben Kar1' Tec* Ladd, Edward Hellier, Jr., decorative features. A pleasing fea- back ' The choir will sing an an- MacDora'.d will preach hls third ser- conflict of life by this superb and, fermances. Also noticed was the
clusive. Feeling that r.o other orEmery. Jr., and Hervey Alien, tut0 of the afternoon was the Chil- them and there will be special mu- mon in the series on the Creme “Men militant spirit!
ganization at this time doss this on Adhem, by L< gh Hunt is the as-!
] excellent support given by the ac_ j Jr., went to Lewiston yesterday, to dren's Room wherein reposed the £icJunior church meets at 10.30 of tragedy." using as hls subject “The
an extensive scale the Community signed memory lesson for next Edu
John Harold Gould jeompanists and the fine diction of
Center. B Larcombe. obtained oermis- cational Club picnic at the Bok att€n<*
annual Boys Conference popular “grabs.
Miss Mabel F. und,r the d.rcctlon of Miss Olive man with the yellow heart; or the Gloucestcr Mass Nov
] the voealists.
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ciara
Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis. Mr. and
unpaid, to stand beside them, and all "Gettysburg Address," American’s
ess club will linger in memory of
Mrs. Alan Sawyer and their guest, dren playing games and giving an Miss Etelyn Bragg and B Y.P.U. at glad hand is extended to all who atL - wife of Wiiiiam o Robinson formoney collected will be spent 100 per creed, names and dates of all U. S.
thc Rcckland visitors. Mrs. iWentMrs. Nettie Rackliffe of Winthrop, impromp i program which consisted 6,15 lcd by
ol've Bragg. Evan- tend these services.
i Funeral in Gnrtiiiii-r' tionda^ ot^i'I worth and Kel’-’v R rri»
h
cent in Rockland and vicinity. Gilts i Presidents and the names of the pres• • • ■
°'rlOTlc
In Warren.
T® “
Y B'
aCted “
Mr and Mrs Elmer Pinkham and Mrs. cf a nlavlet "The Fairy and thc gelUtic servlce at 715 when the Pas'
of produce andi clothes will be very ent ten cabinet members with bureau
Mr- Crie
Annie Aylward motored to Warren Doll," Jean Palmer, fairy, and tor's subject will be "The Immortal Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni- °Bow°ryears' l^month"^? rhauffeurs for the tTip'
much appreciated. Plea c send to or held by each. Workers are urged to
a'E0included among
the
Wednesday night and attended the Gloria Johnson, /doll; song "De Touch.” There will be an instru- vcrsalist Church at 10.45 will have days. Private services'Monday at 10 b ing
call at 283 Main street and somione activity to balance the club budget.
-•b-*■“'
mental duet by Daisy and Sammy a« the topic of hls sermon "The Idea THOMFSON-A^BunaetNov^o. Charles h°n°r gUCStS' _______________________
monthly
meeting
of
the
Past
Grand
Watermelon Vine," Philip Went
will collect anything you have, Mr. at once.
. „ .,
_
.
Gray. Prayer meeting on Tuesday °t Salvation—past tense."The' Augustus Thompson, aged 79 years, 6
I and Noble Grands Association o
| months, 3 days.
Larcombe says.
worth; duet by James Wentworth
evening
at 7.30 and on Wednesday quartet will sing as anthems "Jubi- moody-At Nobleboro. Nov. te. Alice PAINS
The Portland Rendering
Lincoln
Barbara
While;
reading.
Knox County Community Center.
_ Co.'s truck, ,]Knox. and
,
. „ Counties. Snp- and
Saturday community sing at 7.30; driven by Slgourd Carlson, mis- Per> ba£ln£SS and a fin« entertainment “The Peach," by Marjorie White; evening at 7 o'clock the Ladies' Aid late Deo. Lacr and "There is an hour; J*.;r*Ug dfvsWlllpr<l Moody- a*cd 70 "
Sunday school 2.30; evening special stayed at the junction of Camden and t were features- There will be no De eong, Bow-wow-wow, Kent Palmer will meet with the president, Mrs of hallowed peace,” Barnby. Church i 2 o'clock at residence/111 Saturda> '" CRAMPS CALLOUSES
SChool at noon, and Y P.C.U at 5 LEINO—At Warren. Nov. 17. Thelma B..:
singing and speaking 7 30 p. m., Mr. Main streets last night sideswiping j cem!5er meeting, owing to the holiday and Paul Welch; song. The Long Harry Chase, 48 Brewster street.
wife of Etno E Lelno, aged 18 years.
season.
• • • •
; o'clock, with luncheon. The week’s
4 months. 8 days. Private service I
Deputy
Sheriff
Robert
A.
Webster's
(
Larcombe leader.
Long Trail, Barbara White; a harat 2 o'clock from the A D I
The several organ.zatiors of the activities include Chapin Class Tues- Sunday
Davis Ar Son chapel. Thomaston. Rcla-1
car and smashing the front Of the
A
and h,ghly appr(> mcnica m.2dley by James Wentworth. First Baptist Church will be guests day evening with Mrs.’ Gemge" H
fives Invited.
These arc sure signs ot
Although the Colby College foot- Old mobile sedan owned and driven
weak or fallen arches. Dr.
ciatcd Conation was left at the Knox and a chorus "I Wish I Had a Lit- at the service Sunday morning. The Welch, Broadway.
CARD OF THANKS
ball season was not as successful as by L. C. Jackson. Jr. Minus a hub
New Improved
Hospital kitchen entrance by some tle Fiddle" Corn balls were served subject of the sermon will be "The .
We wish to
our many
many k’ncl Scholl's
uw thank
bUBun our
a
i q
•LI
some of thc past seasons have been, cap and with a dimple in its fender person or persons the past week dur- to t-'te children and all in all it was Divine Worker; or Serving God." The
The Sunshine Society will meet! ^klhsnlnd''‘itostTrn
relieve anTor^whh.rendition. W« fit
Colby fans can be assured that the the faithful Pontiac pursued' its way
Ing thc momentary absence of the a Jolly time for little folks and choir will sing "Consider the Lilies," Monday
afternoon
at the Central ln8
Worn in any .hoe.
.
.
illness ana death of our loved
fahttfct
boys gave the best they had in them, merrily to its destination, but the
, I Waghorne, and "The Lord Is my ] Maine clubroom.
one, and for their beautiful floral gifts. Come in for FREE FOOT TEST.
head of that department. The super grownups.
The team beat Trinity, Northeastern ffaetured bones of Mr. Jackson’s car
Oeorge E. Robbins, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- I
strength," Rogers.
The church
intendent is desirous of expressing
11am. Rpbblns.
and Bowdoin; lost to Tufts. Boston required the attention of the garage
Union.
•
school with classes for men, women,
through this paper many thanks for
University, and thc University ol physicians.
LET
A
WANT>AD
1855
1933
boys
ar.d
girls
will
meet
at
the
noon
the barrel of fine apples, tag> of
CARD OF THANKS
Maine and tied Bales. Colby will lose
-----------------We wish to thank our neighbors and
E. A GLIDDEN & CO. I friends
hour. The meeting of the Endeavorfor their kindness nnd sympathy I
Rockland, Me.
such men as Capt. Jim Peabody
Entire net proceeds to Red Cross, squashes, bushel of potatoes and a
ers and their friends wlll be held at
during our recent bereavement; also for
Waldoboro, Me.
Steigler, Davidson, Brodie, I-ary, Put- 43 Club Dance, Thanksgiving Night, score of cabbage; also to a friend on
the many beautiful floral tributes.
6 o’clock. The p:ople’s evening servMrs. Ada Brennan, Mr. and Mr.s. MayWe are Headquarters lor Dr. Scholl*#
Artistic Memorials in Stone I nard
natn. Peabody. Mills, Johnson, Alden Thorndike Hotel, Rougier's Orch — Mor.hegan for a fine supp'y of vege
Brennan.
Foot Comfort Appliances and Kernedie#
ice with its big sing will open at 7.15,
tables.
Fort Clyde.
•

HERE?

us ,iur; ,hem

McLAIK

and Hucke.

'

Adv-

Them TTO

------------------------------- U2Ltt.
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VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY
366 MAIN STREET

STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Announces — For 1 Day Only
WEDNESDAY,^NOVEMBER 22nd

A SPECTACULAR SELLING EVENT
L J. FOX

r
at fractions of their real value J
Remember-WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd, Only!f
We are proud to announce this sensational sale of nationally-famous T. J.
Fox fur coats—because seldom have we been able to offer these luxurious
garments, some of them one-of-a-kind show pieces, for so little money! All
types of fur are included—and in all sizes—E\ EN THE HARD-TO-FIT

LARGER SIZES! And remember, there is a guarantee bond that goes with
every I. J. Fox fur coat. Please plan to he here early, for best selection. The
sale is for one day only!

These are the Coats—Many of them just arrived from I. J. Fox New York Showrooms!
MUSKRAT. Reduced from $75 .. ..............

#45

SEAL (dyed
Reduced from $75 .....................................

HUDSON SEAL (dyed muskrat) with
ermine collar and cuffs. Reduced from $175

HUDSON SEXI,

RACCOON, lustrous, dark skins. Reduced
from $175............................................................. #M2<B

SIBERIAN SQUIRREL, choice blue ..
skills. Reduced front $350 ............................... #245

CHOICE BLACK CARACUL. Reduced

AFRICAN LEOPARD with Be,

with Kolinsky collar and

cuffs. Reduced from $350 ...,

.................. #245

NORTHERN

NATURAL DARK MUSKRAT, smart and
youthful. Reduced from $85................................. #4r*F

SLEEK PONY, every miss
Reduced from $75................................................

#49

LUSTROUS CARACUL, beautifully curled.
Reduced from $85...................................................
*

#55

SILVER MUSKRAT, an exquisite color.
Reduced from $85..................................................

from $95 ............................................ ..................

SEAL,

ermine

#05

trimmed.

Reduced from $110...............................................

MUSKRAT, beautifully dyed to resemble
mink. Reduced from $125...................................

duccd from $125 ....................

So that you may purchase a fine, new I. J. Fox

and cuffs. Reduced from $145............................

#09
#W>9

your old fur coat. Bring it in with you.

I. J. FOX EXPERT Furriers

_

■

#w>9

from $135 ...............................................................

HUDSON SEAL with gray Persian or Fitch
collar and cuffs. Reduced from $215............ #149

LOGWOOD U. S. GOV'T. ALASKA
SEAL. Reduced from $395 ............................ #295

NATURAL SIBERIAN SQUIRREL.

JAPANESE MINK, selected, choice skins

..................................... #149

#99

*275
Jr 4 ji *

Reduced from $175

#325
i

»

#MO9

EXQUISITE SIBERIAN SQUIRREL.
Reduced from $265
................................ ffk JpIoO

BLACK RUSSIAN CARACUL with SHver Fox collar. Reduced from $525 .............. PXsfTrO

HUDSON SEAL with Kolinsky collar and
cuffs. Reduced from $275 .................................. #ff.95

JAPANESE MINK, extra choice, selected

RACCOON, extra choice, selected pelts.
M
Reduced from $275 ........................................... #1.95

BLACK RUSSIAN CARACUL with

AFRICAN LEOPARD with Red Fox col-

GENUINE MINK. Reduced from S1050.. #750

lar. Reduced from $295 ................................... ^^195

Fox collar and cuffs. Reduced from S325 .. . #22«V

Squirrel collar and cuffs. Reduced from $115..

#99

RACCOON, finest-furred skins. Reduced
g
from $325 ............................................................. #235

RACCOON, dark skins. Reduced from $145

#95

JAPANESE MINK. Reduced from $345#245

CRAY AMERICAN BROADTAIL, with

Re

SOMALI LEOPARD with Beaver collar a >
and ruffs. Reduced from $195......................... #30«ff

CHOICE DARK RACCOON. Reduced

BLACK MOIRE CARACUL with

PONY with lovely Blue Fox trim. Reduced

fur coat, we are making a generous allowance on

duced from $395

from $235 .............................................................

BLACK CARACUL, soft and shimmering.
SILVER MUSKRAT, with Leopard collar

BLACK RUSSIAN CARACUL.

duced from $195................................................. #M39

#09

DARK MUSKRAT, with Fox collar. Re-

TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

9

LEOPARD CAT, smart and sporty. Re-

Reduced from $225

BALTIC BEAVER (dyed coney). Reduced
NORTHERN

col

lar and ruffs. Reduced from S375

# ■*)•)

skins. Reduced from $595 ............................

mink collar and cuffs. Reduced from $795.

.#9• r• 5

RUSSIAN CARACUL with
sable collar a ml cuffs. Reduced from $1250#39o
BLACK

GENUINE NATURAL MINK. Reduced
_
from $1150.................. .........................................#950

MINK, extra choice, selected dark skins.
Reduced from $1750 ........ ......................... *1275

will he here to help you make your selection.

But for this one day only. Plan to come early.

YOU MAY BUY YOUR FUR COAT ON THE BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN

AND PAY IN CONVENIENT WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS WHILE WEARING YOUR NEW FUR COAT

Every-Other-Day
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Trip-a^Day

Tales-

! tain port privileges to Poland . • .
| What New York is to America,
Meinel is to Lithuania." say the
American Lithuanians who have re
turned there to live . . . Here, more
than anywhere In the country,
American tourists feel welcomed
... The English tongue heard on
every side . . . Tourists come by train
| from north and south, and by steam
ers from America, Copenhagen,
Pillau and London . . . Good center
for trips to scenic resorts of Smiltine.
I Nida and the Kursiu Sea.

❖ <•

♦ ♦♦♦ ❖ •',•

i
T

♦ ♦♦*
Hints Housewives Should Heed

f

4» !
4.

+ By Carrie J. Williams, Central *
+ Maine Power Co., Home Service ♦
* Department.
4.
a
Entertaining at Luncheon

There is no way more pleasant to
entertain one’s women friends than
at luncheon. But if you alone must
perform the role ot cook-waitressSOUTH THOMASTON
hostess, you must lake precautions
Mr. and Mrs Maynard Deane and (ha( Jt do€s not become a dreaded

Mrmel
Me met or Klaipeda, according as
you .* peak of it in German or Llthuanian . . Ice-frec port of the Bnltic Sc a at
By the Versailles Treaty weekend at their summer home here.
inuna
Educational Week was observed by
surrerldrrc bv the Germans, and
large number of citizens. The vilhand: d in
Ambaavack
ents to attend the sessions and the
regular prbgram was carried out that
thev might see what the children are
actually doing. Friday was designattd Visitors’ Day at the Primary
School and there were 14 visitors all
adults but one The 30 tuition pupils
jin RH.S. did good work in getting
their pan nts to visit night school and
a large delegation from South Thomj aston attended there Wednesday
j night.
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
Austin Patch of Stoneham. Mass
a day singia .... and $4.00 is boarding with Mrs. Bertha Hanley
double for this smart centrally for a few weeks

WARREN

! OUR HOMEMAKERS 1

tbf ,10sless ls exhausted and hurried.
The first consideration is to choose
a menu that will be as delightful as
Dishes with "trailers ' and sauces are
strictly counted out. I offer the following menu as a suggestion:

Here’s the NEW

Coleman
Fasu-Cillde
AUTO M ATI C

ELECTRIC IRON
•

Light Weight,3^6Lbs.

Fine For Children’s
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
Coughs and Colds

Clara L., wife of William G. Robj in;on died in Oardlner yesterday, j
The largest selling cough
aged about 66 years. Funeral serv
and cold medicine in all of
ices will be held in Gardiner at. 1
cold Canada is Buckley s
o'clock Momday afternoon, and at _ Mixture (triple strength)—
jt is now made In Buffa'o
4 o’clock the remains will arrive at
the people of the U. S A
her forther home here for interment forIt's
a wonderful medicine for chil
in Fairview cemetery. Mrs. Robin dren as well as grownups—one little
son was an active Rebekah. Obitu sip and the ordinary rough is gone
—it is safe and harmless—it loosens
ary deferred.
things up—
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Keep a 45 cent bottle handy in case
Church. Rev Howard A. Welch will of emergency—and dor.'t fail to use
speak on. ‘True Hearted—Whole it for stubborn old colds and bron
chitis—get it at Comer Drug Store.
Hearted:” Bible school at 12: Chris Inc., George H. Gardiner, druggist, ol
tian Endeavor at 6; evening service Warren — or any drugstore — and
at 7 with opening service of praise, money back if not delighted
and subject, "The Supreme Gift."
leader. The trip from Rockland was
Mrs. O. D. Gouid returned home made ln a car from the Munsey Ga
from Boston Wednesday having been rage.
guest since the Friday before of her
Tuesday morning Alton Calderaunt Mrs. Sarah Ross.
wood left on the North Haven for
Wilder Moore accompanied by Rockland enroute to Washington. D
Roland Starrett has been on a week’s C. For a second winter he has a po
hunting trip in the vicinity of Hay sition In the Congressional Library,
nesville. returning Wednesday, the under Herbert Putnam. LLD. A tele
latter with a fine 200-pound buck.
gram to his mother Wednesdaj’
Friends are glad to learn that Mis,! morning announced his safe arrival
Charles Starrett has so far Improved in the Capitol city.
in health that she is able to be up
Joel Wooster went to Rockland
and about the house. She however Tuesday morning and Wednesday he
retains Miss Louise Orinnell of started for Boston for some special
dentistry work.
Union as nurw.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills and
Foy W. Brown is in Rockland this
|daughter Joyce spent last weekend week.
in Waterville, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
It is reported work on tho $10,000
R J Bowler. They were accom Widow's Island project will begin
panied by Miss Mary E. Kalloch. next Tuesday. This means work for
who visited Mrs. Gail Pollard at North Haven men.
Fairfield.
4 Rev
p Huse was ln Rockland 1
Mrs. Hattie Hills has been guest -phUrsday night, guest speaker at the I
this week of Mr and Mrs. Frank meeting 0( tj,e Baptist Men's League
Hallowell at Rockland.
Church services Sunday: Worship.,
George Teague who has been ill is
by ,he pafitor at u ,
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.
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43
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4&
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4b

Fruit Cocktail
|43
1
Full Size, IOOO Watts
•
Potatoes Julienne
Chicken Pie
Scotch Scones
Currant Jelly
No bearing down, no heavy
. HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Romaine Salad
HORIZONTAL
pushing and pulling. The
39-Religlon (abbr.)
13-Heavenly body
1-Foreignera
Meringue Cake
extra heat does the work of
14- lmltated
•-One of a barbarous 4O-Ascended
Salted Nuts
Co.fee
15- A vegetable
extra weight. All you have
42- An alcoholic
Asiatic race
18-Futlle
beverage
9-Epoch
It goes without saying that you will
to do is to guide the new
20-Eagle
43- Perlod of time
11- Seareh
do your marketing and as much
Coleman Easy-Glide and it
22-Examines
45-Examlne
12- Scieiicea
gives
you
beautiful
work,
Preparation of the food as is possible
24- Cleaner
47-Before
15-1 in itate
Quickly done. Heat auto
25- Scout
4S-Anger
17-Slighta
on the dav
T** tabIc wi" »*■
27-A wager
matic and adjustable.
49-Addicted to
19-A beverage
spread with a luncheon cloth, or run
30- Raw metal
pillaging
21-Tore
Saves up to 40% on cur
ners
and
place
mats,
or
centerpiece
located hotel
31- Full of oil
Thursday night-there was an old23- A letter
rent
cost.
VERTICAL
and doilies. A bowl or vase ln the
33-Trim
24- Segment
fashioned donation party in the
2-Artlcle
center holds loosely arranged flowers.
STURDY, ACCURATE, LONG25- Relievea
34- Grease
Grange hall for Amariah Kallock
3- Regrete
27- Scorched
LASTING THERMOSTAT
38-Ventilated
Cut the stems at uneven lengths to
and Mr Kallock wishes all who con
4- Part of the foot
28- A school book
37-Small
•
but what rooms they an I tributed so generously to know that avoid tho stiffness which fairly
5- Cog wheels
29- Full of soot
40- Scarce
DEPENDABLE, LONG-LIFE
shrieks:
"count-me-there-are-twod-Makee • mistake
32-Courte of thought
he greatly appreciates the gifts and
41- An emperor of
HEATING ELEMENT
7-A rodent
Cheerful,colorful, cozy, each wetti
35-Goddess of discord
dezen-of-me." Arrange small dishes,
Rome
is very thankful to both St. George
10- Pettere
(Gr.
Myth.)
or compotes, of nuts and clinches
Graceful in design. Fin
privote both, shower, radio, circu
44-Ever (Poet)
11- A Japanese coin
and South Thomaston friends, »
35-A serpent
ished in super chromium
carefully, not just plumped down any
46-Seriet (abbrJ
lating ice water and many other
38-Check
(pl.) Mr. and Mrs. William Clements
reported to be gaining.
'o’clock; church school at 10; Young'
plate.
IEB32X)
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
------------*
features you’ll be happy about opened their home Tuesday night t place.
The .Thomaston and Warren lo- ; peOple s meeling at 6 30; evenin,
Place cards are not necessary, but
SEE THEM AT—
cals of the New England Milk Pro- service 7 30 Sunday night the crfor a card party, the proceeds from
CUSHING
'jfc I
R A B 1 D
which to be used to help finance a
ducers Association will meet, at a, cdestra
pjay
other special
which
harmonize
with
your
general
N E T
P
E r.
NEW
N. J. Peck has returned to Saints
date to be announced later, at the I mLLSiC
project of Forget-me-Not Chapter CQlor Khfmf
nQt 5Uing
lhf
T
K N E E
ROCKLAND. ME
N
L
E
MAIN STREET
Refuge, after being called to his home
____________
OES A very enjoyable affair Is reQn (he uble but brjng
133&138 ‘ Life Saver" for the annual banquet.
T
S A R A
E
C
F
by the sudden death of his sister, Miss
ported with pleasing financial results rert spoons with the last course.
Two or three speakers will be pres
D E s 1 G N
UNION
B E A R c R
Annie Peck of New Haven. Conn.
Prizes for the occasion were attrac
ent. but as yet their names have not
SUNSET
N E E
D A R E R
E N D
As for the table service, make it
F. I Geyer shot a six point buck
Tile Grammar School is sponsoring
tive boxes of Fuller-Cobb chocolates, simple. The fust course is on the
been given. It is expected that the
V
N OT
A
51st STREET
Charles A. Thompson
the gift of Mrs J M Baldrige of service plates when they enter. Re
banquet will take place sometime a fair Thursday evening of next week one day this week.
S E E
O T T e: R
s O B
Mr. and Mrs. J. D Austin have
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK Warrenton Park who kindly donated
When a great man dies the nation nfxl week and that g j Wright of
R O A ME R
T R O OP S
move the used plates two at a time
, ,
to raise money toward gym chairs.
closed
theii; cottage here and re-,
ROY MOUITON
$5 for that purpose.
Return with hot pistes and place mcurns’ and a *rreral
pervadt’s Clinton, field manager for this sec
O V c R
A
S
E.
E
An entertainment in which Miss turned Wednesday to Winthrop
LtKuli»o Vice-Fret, and Managing D*
the world: when a quiet unpreten- tJon wU1 bc presont
T E R N
s TEw
In
view
of
the
fact
that
this
town
ihem
briore
the
assistant
hostess
wtnt rot OESCtttTive loonn
Th0 death Priday morning of Mrs. Wlnola Richan of Rockland is assist Mass. Mr Austin received word that
J has received very material aid from whom you have chosen—aLo the tlous. honest man. respected by all
T E R
L A Y
day of the death of his aged mother
who
knew
him.
sucn
a
man
as
Charles
Em<>
lg (Thelma oxton) ing will be a feature.
S E WE D
the Red Cross during the last two main dish. You are now free to refill
Books recently added to Vose in Brattleboro, Vt., who had lived to,
great shock to her many
years thus helping to lessen the ex- ...........
glasses,................
remove ...........
service plates, ......
andA. Thompson, answers the final call Mme
Library
of Union are: Forty Years the fine old age of 95 years.
’ *c friends here, and much sympathy is
pense of the poor account, it seems pass the vegetables. The Jelly, bread thcn U “ that real mourning
Miss Sylvia Wotton has returned
EAST BOOTHBAY
--—
—
■
.v.
hearts
oi
those
who
loied
and
hon,
.
’bp herpaved of Labrador. Wilfred Grenfell; Let
felt on every hand for the bereaved
only right that all those who are able and relishes are passed at the table
home
from New Harbor where she
the Hurricane Roar. Rose Wilder
should pay a membership fee during Remove the used plates—one in each ored him.
husband and parents.
The Junior Bridge Club met with
has been for several weeks.
Charles Augustus Thompson died
this annual drive. Solicitors are hand. Finger bowls with doilies beDavid Hill shot a 160-pound doe Lane; A New Deal. Stuart Chase;
Mrs. Leona Farnham Wednesday eve
Oscar
Young
is
wrestling
with
an
Friday
morning.
Nov.
10
He
was
i Field Book of American Wildflowers.
j making a house to house canvass to- neath are brought in on dessert
Wednesday.
ning.
attack of measles.
bern at Deer Isle May 7. 1854. son-of
day Saturday.
.
plates. The guest places the bowl on
Mrs Lizzie Mathews returned last ! F. Schuyler Matthews; Obscure
An all-day session of the Ladles'
A.
H
Young
has
returned
homi
Adam and Lucy i Haskell I Thompson,
-----------------the table at her left. Tne dessert
Saturday td Camden after having Destiny. Wllla Cather; Human Being, from a trip to the Northern Woods in Aid was held at the home of Mrs.
ar.d was the last of a very large fam
TREMONT
may then be passed or served by the
been tiie guest of Miss Bertha Storer Christopher Morley; A Goodly Herit quest of big game
Lizzie Seavey Tuesday
ily. Mr Thompson started work'very
age. Mary Ellen Chase; Home is the
-----assistant hostess. The coffee is
for several weeks.
Friends of Fred Osgood of Parker
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Morse
are
in
early
in
life,
that
of
following
the
sea
Mrs Edmund Howe entertained the [X1llrpd aj ^e table by the hostess
The Dorcas Circle of King's Sailor. Ruth Blodgett; The Last Reading. Mass., to spend the winter Head are sorry to leam he is seri
j Ladles Aid this week with her sister herself. and from the prettiest service and fcr many years was known in
Daughters will meet Monday evening Stand of the Pack. Arthur Carhert; witn their daughter and her husbapd. ously 111 with typhoid fever and is at
shipping and yachting circles. For
Miss Harriet Williams a» assistant sj,e can beg, borrow or buy.
The Best Man. and Matched Pearls,
the Bath City Hospital.
Mr and Mrs Fred Stokes.
the past 40 years he was associated with Miss M Grace Walker.
hostess. There were 18 present in
O. L Hill; Younger Sister, Kathleen
The
Social
Club
met
Thursday
with
Mr. and Mrs Robert Barlow and
Mrs.
W.
B
Holder
returned
homel
with the Eastern Steamship Lines
; spite of the thermometer registenn;'
Scotch Scones
Mrs Edna McIntyre at Waldoboro, Norris; Shifting Sands. Sara Ware Sunday from Boston, where she has
Bobert. Carlton Barlow. Virginia
Two
cups
flour.
2
tablespoons
Inc.
and.
at
tlie
time
of
his
retire14 above zero, the largest attendance
with 13 members and four children I Bassett; Here Comes the Sun, Emille been under a facial operation at a Plnkham and Mrs. Richard Lewis
since the meetings were resumed in suBar- 5 teaspoons baking powder. 1 mint six years ago. was boss painter
[ Loring; Honeyflow. Ben Ames Wilspent Monday afternoon ln Oardlner.
teaspoon salt. 4 tablespoons shorten- of tne eastern division.
present. Mrs. Lucretia Wilson of
hospital there
September.
i liams; The Story of Science, David
Thelma McKown of Southport
Miss Patty Olson, young daughter
ir.g. 2 eggs. 1-3 cup milk.
In 1894 he was. married to Mrs. Waldoboro was in charge of the proMrs. Ned Kelley and Mrs. Flora
Mix and sift flour, salt and baking Annie Small of Deer Isle, one son gram, which included readings by Dietz; Microbe Hunters, Paul De of Mr and Mrs F. O. Olson, is toMl*™1 laft »<**end at the home of
Latty spent the day recently In Eils-1
i Kruif; An Italian Holiday. Paul enter Knox Hospital this week for a;Mr and Mrs Harvey Barlow,
powder, and 1 tablespoon sugar. Cut being bom to them. Percy Ear;, and Mrs. Eva Perry of Warren, Mrs.
worth looking over the new stores that
1 Wllsrfadr; Art Through the Age.y throat operation. Her mother will
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Connors and
in shortening. Add beaten eggs, ire- they made their home at the old Thelma Borneman and Mrs Edna
j have been built since the Are and lnHelen Gardner; The Crossing. Wins accompany her.
two children of Seguin Light were
serving one white for the tops). Add homestead at North Deer Isle. About McIntyre, both of Waldoboro, con
1 cider.tally doing some shopping.
ton Churchill; Indian Boyhood.
F. W. Atkins was in Roc'riand a tew visitors Monday at the home of his
milk and mix to soft dough. Roll out 15 years ago they moved to Caniden undrums by Mrs; L. I. Mank of
sister Mrs. Alfred Dodge Jr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lamson and Mr ’ to 1-2 inch thickness, and cut in dia- where they also made many friends,
Waldoboro, and a guessing contest Charles Eastman; Come With Me days this week.
Through
Italy.
Frank
Schoonmaker;
and Mrs Claude Lamson of Portland mond shaped pieces. Brush with
The glass registered only a few de family.
Mr. Thompson very faithfully the priz?s of which were awarded
Per
A large company gathered at the
recentlj ca.led on their grandfather j
oj egg and Sprink]e
re_ cared for his invalid wife for two Mrs Sadie Mank of Waldoboro and Forgive Us Our Trespasses, Lloyd grees above zero Thursday morning.
Mto<
M. E. Church for a special service
Thomas Dodge, who will be 93 years maining sugar Bake in 425 degree yr«r: at the home of her daughter Mrs. Hattie Rines of Waldoboro Douglas; He Upset the World. Bruce Winter is surely .on the way.
*he rnto*’
uOreold in January.
,oven ,0.15 mlnuteg
Leslie Ames of Manchester, Conn., Monday evening, which was conduct
This recipe Mrs Prescott Eaton, Sunset, and The next meeting will be Dec. 7. with Barton; Christ and Human Suffer
Mrs. Rena Robinson entertauied | makcs
ing. James E Stanley; Preaching is expected to spend the weekend ed by District Supt Dr. Oliver.
where he made his home for the past Mrs. Eva Monahan ot Waldoboro
Ellsworth Leeman, clerk at the Na
I the Tremont Woman's Club Friday
four years. He was ready and paThe grammar school repeated its and the Social Crisis, G. Bromley with his mother Mrs. Hattie F Ames,
700*°°*
Meringue Cake
, evening with Mrs Leona Sawyer as!
tiently waiting to iicar the Master's Education Week program before Oxman; Judy, Shirley Berton; A who is to return with him to spend tionwide Store, is away on gn annual
Six egg whites, 2 cups sifted granuhunting trip.
' assistant hostess.
summons. He was a member of .he Warren High School Thursday mom- Tangled Web, L. M. Montgomery; the winter.
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Gray re
Mrs. Edmund Howe’s house caught Hated sugar. 1 teaspoon vinegar, few gur,et congregational Church. Ma- ing
The White Captain. Fraser; Roman
(-................
Hiram Ulmer has been suffering
lire recently from the chimney, and Brains salt. 1 teaspoon vanilla.
f,re Lodf;e Qf Deer Is,e
Clarence Tolm&n re. tic Rebel. Hlldegarde Hawthorne; from ulcerated teeth for several days. turned Sunday night from Wesley,
what would have proved a bad fire
Beat egg whites stiff, add sugar. 1 Cbaptcr QES of Camdrn a„ Qf
Wednfsday frQm Malden Thou My Beloved. Elisabeth Stancy
Mr. and Mrs R. A. Davis of Pleas where they have been hunting. They
U.e*
was quickly extinguished only by hav- tablespoon at a time, then vinegar whlch he
dwply
hRd
thc
sL? fQr Payne.
ant Point and Miss Melba Ulmer were brought home a fine buck and a bear
ing the water in the house Mrs. salt and vanilla, beating constantly He ,p (V,.S onp wn Pcrcy £
! fpw
\
CreighU)n
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. B. S.
Howe had just had it piped thCTd Xm ^fX^L^pa™ ^th Z
°'
& stepdau«h* a"d Mrs. Inez Creighton.
VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
Geyer.
STEAMBOAT
CO.
thlS ftlll
I bottom Of two round pans With two
VTrc Pmc/'ntf Vatrvrv
SiimsaA* n ’
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Mrs. D. T. Rivers and daughter
w.
,
_
.
.
'lavprc nf rat irranniniY nonnr
MrS Prescott
Sunset, a
Raymond Kcnniston and Wendall
8teamer leaves Swans Island at 53#
Mrs. James Benson has had as her layers of wet wrapping paper. Pour five monlhs old granddaughter. Stcvens have both
for,nnate in
Miss Alice Rivers, Clarence Johnson a. m.. 8tonln<rton 6 25. North Haven 7 25.
8tevens have both
for,’unate ln
guest Mrs. Nan Mitchell Turner of in egg mixture and bake in very slow shjr!ey Ann ThompM)n; fo)lr
of Brighton and Francis Melendy nf Vinalhaven 8 IS: due to Brrlve at Rock
shooting deer this season.
land about 9 30. Returning — leaves
Ellsworth.
oven 250 degrees for 45 minutes to grand-children. Clifford V. of StonPepperell. Mass., were In Town over Rockiand at 130 p. m . Vinalhaven 2 45,
South Pond was said to be cov
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40 due
15
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding were one hour. Serve with preserved lngton Oerald M she!don E
the holiday.
'3
to arrive at Swan'a Island about 6pm
ered with ice Friday morning.
..hopping visitors in Bangor Tuesday. fruit, whipped cream or ice cream Owrndolyn E of Sunsct nlccM
.........
B H 8TIN8ON
15
H7-tT
Oener&l Agent.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Achorn visited
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dudley ano between the layers and whipped tlfp[K-,s and many friends
ROCKVILLE
S'-’
, v
Mr.
and
Mrs
Homer
Achorn
in
Hal17
46
Mr. ana Mrs. Brann of Oakland were cream on top. This meringue may Thfi fathw and grandfathc, wi„ b8
l<®
WOMEN
09* guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Shir be made in individual portions.
]greally mlfScd frGm thp UvM and j| lowell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs W E. Snow of Saugus, MODERN
»Aoe'
ll
CHA*
NOT SUFFER monthly pain nnd delay due
Miss
Beatrice
Haskell,
daughter
of
Mass, spent the weekend with Mr. NEED
ley Kelley.
to colds, nervous strain, exposure r>r similar causes.
homes of his children, for he was a!- ..
J .. „ „ „ . „
„ ered
Chi-chea-tera Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
aid and hc]p u)
I Mr- and Mrs. S. F. Haskell, suffered
and Mrs. F. L. Hunter.
■ 1 Mrs. John Latty has received a Ray Jordan (Evelyn Kittredge, spent ways ready
reliable and civa QUICK RELIEF Sold byH^
<lfe I a cut on her chin requiring two
Lester Sherer is with his father, all druggists for over 4.5 yean. Aik for—
_ | telegram from Capt. Latty of the the day |»turday ln Lagrange with ways ,o make thelf
11their
_ i_ 1brother
__ YTSp* e\ KevxzC
stitches,
also
several
minor
cuts
and
D.
A
Sherer,
assisting
in
cutting
and his*wife. The boys easjcr and brighter, as was his habit
schooner Theoline saying that he ar
CHICHESTERS PIUS
firewood. >
--------------------- \
spent the day in the woods hun.ing to PVeryone w^, whOm he tame In bruises Tuesday night, when the car
rived in Vineyard Haven Nov. 15.
'TNI BIAMOMO
■ RAMO" .
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Dolliver and brought home a deer, while the contact. His children have given in which she was riding with her
*1; 1QTEL
father
was
in
collision
with
one
driven
girls
spent
the
day
visiting
together.
hlm
of
,
heir
and
much
yym
_
spent
Armistice
Day
with
Mr.
Sini Ruth Kittredge) and Mr. and Mrs.
by Wm.Cheeba of Damariscotta, near
nett’s parents on Bailey’s Island.
----- pathy is extended to them and other
Cogan A Drewett garage. Mr
Miss Mabel Oxton is guest this week
relatives.
of
her sister Mrs. W. W. Gregory in
North Station
The funeral took place Saturday chwba wa* also cut sl‘8b«y ab°ut
Rockland.
afternoon, conducted by Rev. Frank
face and hands, and Mr. HaskBOSTON
> Mrs. Fred Patridge and ron Leslie And other rectal diseases
A. Junkins who awelt upon his Chris- j e11 t<ulte sev«r?]y shaken up. Both
motored from Whitinsville. Mass., for
Treated Without Pain
tian character and service, spirit of cars were bad’y damaged on the left
the weekend. They met with an acci
cheerfulness and generosity. Among front sides. State patrolman Ray
or Loss of Time
dent that was little short of being
ROOMS
the floral offerings were many beau Foley investigated.
serious
when
they
skidded
in
the
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gray of Hal
tiful bouquets and set pieces from
ML BATH
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
snow and hit a post which was all
relatives and friends. The bearers lowell were guests recently of Mr.
<050
TEL. 1076
that held them from going over a
were Henry Haskell, Burton Brown. and Mrs. Ernest Achorn. Sr.
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
high
embankment.
I
up.
Maurice Gray, Frank Lufkin. Inter
1273M
Roger Bronki is in Beth Israel Hos
ment was at Sunset cemetery.
NORTH HAVEN
Iywatcd
nn
Beacon
pital,
Boston.
It
will
be
remembered
L, EXTRA PERSON
The sfccond in the series of socials
Hill next to the
jiaaAKuJUi
that he met with a serious accident in
State House
for
young
people
was
held
in
Library
the summer sustaining a broken leg
LET ME
j hall Thursday night. There was good
radio in every room
and head injury. As thc bones of the
"WHO LOST IT’’’
Handle Your
j attendance and a good time. It was
leg were not knitting correctly the
"Oh,
see
what
I
have
found
in
under thc auspices of Class No. 6,
leg had to be reset and put in a cast. rjrjr
the
grass!
”
cries
little
George,
lx»«u»lv« «>»<•
j Marjorie Huse, teacher.
A piece of bone was removed from his
“
I
wonder
who
lost
it!
”
If
you
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, flnanrial
The
Modem
Way
hotel manger
t oderats osi
Friday morning North Haven’s dele want to see what George picked
head. Word is received that he lsj
and shopping centers
north station, boston
Since
1840 this firm has faithfully
gation
to
the
annual
Y.M.C.A.
Beys'
up from the grass, take a pencil
Dodge and Plymouth Cars
making satisfactory progress.
pi.o.t t.nd------ R.cogartN"
served the families of Knox County
Conference
at
Auburn-Lewiston
left
and
join
all
the
numbered
dots
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS
fo.
byfri»"<*» «o4 myulf. N»
LADY ATTENDANT
on the boat for Rockland. Those at' together, starting with dot num
obligoiion.
Day
Telephone 450—781-1
ber
one
and
ending
with
dot
tending this year are Arthur Calder,
nunfber twenty-three. I am surt
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
wood, Milton Beverage, Jasper Bev
BURPEE’S
TEL. 8007
ROCKLAND, ME.
erage and Clifford. Parsons. Vernon he will advertise it in the lost an<’
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
found
column.
TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.
L. Beverage accompanied them as

1000 ROOMS

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

A

1MANGER

PILES

May We Suggest—

500

HOTEL BELLEVUE

DR. JAMES KENT

COMPLETE,.
FUNERALS

INSURANCE

New Lower Rates

HENRY K. ALLEN

M4M

A M

READ THE ADS

’C.

Every Other-Day
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY S
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECT ORY
A

THOMASTON

BATTERIES ARE MADE IN MAINE

Sharing honors with Searsport* as Maine’s most beautiful town, ha: an interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driv.ng distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too, modem Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000,003 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

New Industry Is Growing At Northend—Lord’s Filling
Station Vulcanizes Tires and Sells Golden Ply

Did you know that storage bat motor and does the other important
That services demanded.
LATEST FASHIONS
It is of course the surface of thc
, is thc case, and the work is rapidly
plates that gives the chemical reac
' assuming large proportions though
tion, hence the power. Thc more
thc industry is yet in its infancy. plates, the more power.
Heavy
This battery manufacturing was plates give much greater capacity.
WlbOMM*
j first thought of as emergency ac J Many cheap batteries have very
Fine Quality
commodation for special jobs, but I thin plates and in many cases, inMen’s Broadcloth Shirts
! ferior paste. The result is very
such has been thc popular favor
at $1.00
short life,
ln the case of Mr.
that a regular business has been Thurston's product, a cheap battery
Established 1825
made of it.
will be made if you desire, hut it
tJJ.
105 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
This new but lusty business en will be explained to you that the
terprise is carried on in the south low price is due solely to the thin
plates. There is no Irtw grade ma
I ern half of Lord's new service sta- terial used at all, the same paste
PENTTILA’S
1 tion at Maverick Square. (5. A.
and same grade metal going into all
83 Main Street
EVEREADY PRESTONE For Your far
| Thurston, an expert in the battery batteries. Special batteries will bc
Thomaston. Me.
Now Only S2.95 Per Gallon
| business with considerable factory made up in short order on request.
One-third Prcstonc and Two-thirds Water Will Protect a Car
First Quality Ball Band Rubbers
I experience is in charge. He alst If you want an especially snappy
with Leather Tops
in Any Weather Down to Zero
conducts a battery repair service battery for winter starting and ex
and battery rental department. Bat tremely rugged service Mr. Thurs
teries are charged and serviced at ton will build you one with extra
Lord’s under the ever watchful eye heavy plates, extra number of plates
of an expert.
Road service is and much extra pep.
promptly and cheerfully rendered
Great annoyance is caused, espe
If your battery goes back on you cially in winter service by leakage
any time, any where, just phone around the posts which results in a
They may lead to complications. Lord’s Filling Station 1071-W, and mass of unsightly and disagreeable
SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY
Why take chances when you can a new battery will have your mo
chemical salts around the terminals
get immediate relief by using
Located in Thomaston, Me.
tor spinning in no time.
The and connections. On all thc bat
Brackett’s Cold Capsules charges on rental batteries, charg
teries from Lord's this annoyance
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
Try Our SPECIAL COUGH SYRUP
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
ing batteries and battery repairs arc is impossible because on each post a
LICENSE
SERVICE
W. H. BRACKETT
always fair and reasonable.
rubber gasket is used with a lock
Reg. Ph.
Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.
Lady Attendant
It is well worth your while if you nut which prevents any escape of I
THOMASTON, ME.
arc at all interested in that living acid. This adds a bit to the cost of
heart of thc automobile, the bat the product but increases efficiency
tery,
to stop into this station and and customer satisfaction.
Strout Insurance Agency
watch Mr. Thurston at his interest
Prior to establishing his line new
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
ing work. He will briefly explain station, Mr. Lord conducted a vul
Insurance in all its branches
The Greatest Cost in Any Memorial Is American Labor
the reason why a storage battery canizing business and this he now
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
operates, showing you the solution houses in the commodious station!
Vinal Building Phone 158
BUY NOW—FOR SPRING DELIVERY
(dilute sulphuric acid) the hard building. Hundreds of satisfied
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.
Help Keep American Labor Employed During the
Coming Winter
rubber cases, the positive and nega-J customers testify to the efficiency of
tive plates, the thin sheets of cedar ibis work which makes a used tire
which separate the plates and the! practically good as new with a min
teries are made in Rockland?

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE

ROCKLAND

Bhire city of Knox County wi'b a population
ping cer’-r of forty coasi and inland it, s. It ls
i ,tt t: Counties with a total Hale area of 75,000
..e huu of several steamboat and air lines as well

Teacher of Piano
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 639-W
________________________________

CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Joseph Baum is spending aj
few weeks with her daughter Mrs
Thomas Maker at Rock Ledge Inn,,
Spruce Head.
Friends of Lewis Hart are sorry to,,
hear of the death of his mother.
Mrs. Farrington Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Allen of;
Rockland were guests of Mr. and;
Mrs. Wilbur Allen last Sunday.
F.ora L Oetchell celebrated her
11th birthday Nov. 10 at the home i
of her parents, with 11 little friends
present. She received several nice •
gifts.
Sandwiches, two birthday .
cakes, cocoa, coffee and candy were '
served. Edith Blood and Charles I
Wall. Jr., were special guests.
Mrs. Robert Grierson was guest
of Mrs. Joseph Baum Thursday.
A church service will be held Sun
day evening at 7 o'clock. Miss Mar- •
garet McKnight will bc the speaker.
The Friendly Circle Club for toys
and girls of nine years and under1
has Just been formed at Clark Island
and held its first meeting last Sun
day. electing these officers: Beverly
Magnuson, president; Frances Oaven,
secretary; Ray Morse. pa;e. The hour
of mc"ting is at thc close of thc Sun- J
day school session; and as the name
indicates, the purpose Is to make
friends around the world—genin'? ac
quainted with the people of other
lands through stories and pictures.
Each one is to take a picture of a
friend from some other country and
the group will choose which one to
know better, and then learn interest
ing things about that friend and his
or her homeland, with the guidance
of Miss Margaret McKnight, under
whose leadership, with the valuable
co-opera!ion of the parents, the boys
and girls of the Sunday school are
doing very fine work.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.
GRANITE AND MARBLE

EAST UNION, ME.
Phone 13-31

THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4

Penguins Need No Anti-Freeze;
Motors Do In A Polar Breeze

many fittings which are used
■mum of expense.
This work is
The all important plates are in done promptly and thoroughly
reality grids of lead in which cer with the best machines available1
tain complex chemical preparations and the result is bound to be sat
in the form of paste has been placed isfactory.
This is solidified either through ai
Lord's also carry the famous new
drying or baking in extreme tern safety tires with the “golden ply.'
perature in electric furnaces. Thb Before discarding tour old tires se» i
latter method Mr. Thurston con about extra mileage bv the Ixird
siders far superior and employs thr vulcanizing route, and before buy- '
electric furnace type plates entirely 1 ing new- tires, see Sherman Lord
It is thc action of thc acid on the first in the interest of personal
chemicals of the plates that sets up safety and tire economy and effithe electric current that turns your' ciency.

NEW RADIO

AUTOMOBILE AND WET STORAGE BATTERIES
Of All Types, Built Right Here in Roekland
Any type battery rebuilt or repaired by modem methods

Guaranteed Under the Code

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE
ROCKLAND. ME.
VULCAN17.ING

59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERiCK SQUARE,
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES

at

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
■ SBOBK ■
P1IILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY,
ETC.
Large Asrortment

WHAT ACTUALLY

STOP
THAT
LEAK

SATISFIES YOU MOST?

Before
Cold
Weather
Have Youi
Radiator
Cored and
Cleaned
Expert Radiator Repairing

ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
698 Main St ,
Rockland, Me.

A purcha.se that you are sure of or one that is questioned?
Now That You Are Using Oil
WHY NOT USE SHELL?
It has grown from an infant to a competitor in the big field. Why?

IT GIVES RESULTS IN HEAT!

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.
PHONE 2024—CAMDEN
DISTRIBUTORS shell fuel OIL IN KNOX COUNTY

soli;

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

ANDREW REKILA

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches

Boot and Shoe Repairing

Special Values in Besls, Bedding and Floor
Coverings

CHISHOLM BLOCK,

Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST..

JOHN B. ROBINSON
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

Telephone 14

Established 1863

“WE DO OUR PART”

Mabel H. Holbrook

of 9,000 is the wholesale distributing point and retail shop
the one large trad,ng center of Knox. Lincoln, Waldo and
people. It ls the center of a fine system of highways and
as tlie eastern terminal of tlie Maine Central Railroad.

V? ROCKLAND’S NEW INDUSTRY

COLDS are SERIOUS

MORTICIANS

&

SELECT YOUR

Costume
Jewelry

E. A. AMES

A. D. DAVIS & SON

£

W. H. GLOVER CO.
STORE AND YARD, 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET

BUY YOUR

—

MILL, 18 TO 24 TILLSON AVENUE

SEA FOOD
FEYLER’S
Scallops. Lobsters
Tel. 1191 Tillson Av
Roekland

SHINE

TWO

POOL

SHINE PARLORS
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Roekland
Shoes ( leaned and Dyed

STEVE ALEX

BUY STORM WINDOWS AND SAVE FUEL
They Pay Big Dividends in Comfort and Economy

FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
Tel. 1243

Church will be held Sunday; church
school at 9.45; preaching service at
. >
Rev. and Mrs. G F. Currier mo 11; Epworth League at 6: evening
Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
tored to Lewiston Tuesday for the service at 7; Wednesday the Ladies'
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
day.
Aid will hold an all-day scss‘on;
Burners ot All Priced. Furnace Burners, rarts and Arres: dries.
At the meeting of the Baptist La Thursday evening prayer service at 7.
dies’ Circle Wednesday it was de
Lending additional support in the
cided to omit the supper announced
election of “Jack Barron," played by
TEL. 730
in connection with the Christmas sale
503 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Robert Gardner as mayor of Seven 716 MAIN ST.,
Dec. 14. and instead substitute a
Fountains. In “Heads Up." the Ep
cooked food sale.
Permanent
worth League production to be staged
Mrs. Frank Priest and Infant
Waves
next week Thursday and Friday at
daughter returned Friday from the
PARISIAN
Town hall, are the Civic Leaguers
BEAUTY
i Huntley Maternity Home in RockThese women comprising the female
SALON
i land.
•
67 PARK ST.
delegation of the socially elite of the
Miss Solveig Heistad is In Lewiston,
To Save Money on KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES—we have a lew
PHONE 898
southern college town who arc "simply
more lift and want to move them at once—thesr are First Quality
called by the illness of her sister Mrs.
thrilled at the Idea of having a good j
High
Grade
Tire:
.
Richard Tonseth.
looking young man running for
Youth In The Saddle
Thc stable on the former Burgess
DON'T TAKE A CHANCE ON OLD TIRES
mayor," crash the campaign head
lot at the junction of Union and Lime
quarters under thc leadership of Mrs.
rock streets ls being razed by Albert Nellie Coates as "Mrs. S. Worthing- j
Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
Larson.
ton Jones." Other members of the
CAMDEN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 664-W
Members attending the annual
League are Mrs. Ella Wellman. Mrs
birthday party and guest night to bc
Llnthel Lane, Mrs. Addie Wentworth |
held by the Trytohelp Club Monday
Miss Doris Wellman. Mrs Nana Went
evening arc asked to go prepared to
ma Webster, Sada Robbins and Edith
VINALHAVEN
worth, Mrs. F. Powle. Their eccen
furnish at least one number on tne
Vinal.
tricities both of dress and manner
Rev. N. F Atwood's text for the
program. The committee in charge,
Mrs. Lawrence Ames entertained at
will amuse those in the audience; also
Sunday morning service at Union bridge Saturday night at her home.
headed by Miss Helen Dunbar, plan
the clever songs, dance routines and
Church will be "Doing Good" and for First honors vent to Eleanor Greg
to make this an evening of real en
bright campus clothes add color and
thc evening, continuing the series of ory and second to Carrie Bennett.
joyment and fun. Refreshments will
music to the swiftly moving plot.
questions from the New Testament;
be served.
Mis. Rebecca Arey entertained the
Pilate's question, "What shall I do
It is evident that Camden and
Star Club Wednesday at her home.
J^EAR Admiral Richard E Byrd, tion mechanics expect to have ns
then with Jesus?” There will tc special
Rockland will be well represented at I
MICKIE SAYS—
the man who made Antarctica difficulties with the motors despite
Mrs. Mancla Thompson of New
anthems by the choir at both services.
the
benefit
card
party
Monday
after

air-minded, is now on bis way record cold, taking along tbe same
London.
Conn., and brother Virgil
noon at the home of Miss Marion
W. W Wells returned Wednesday
southward with new automotive anti freeze they used on their pre
rr POUT NEVER MAkE US MAP
Smith of Woodland arrived Tuesday,
Weidman,
judging
from
the
reserva

thrills for the natives and the pen
to Saddleback Light.
WHEN A SUBSCRIBER 0AWLS
vious expedition. With a solution of
called by Illness of their mother Mrs.
guins. By way of fast surface trans
tions already made. Much interest is
US OUT BECUZ UE FAILED to
A meeting of the trustees of Moses Llewellyn Smith.
prestone that defies temperatures
port, the tpplorer-will use a battery
GEY HIS OOPV OF THIS HERE
a.
’
.so
being
shown
by
the
townspeople
of 70 degrees below, a step on the
Webster Lodge, F.A.M., was held
of tractors and snowmobiles in his
GREAT FAMILY JOURklAL-t IT5
Mrs. Freeman Roberts was a Roek
and it Is expected that a good sum
Thursday night at the Light and
search for the reputed vast conti starter will send the "old bus" off
MUSIC TO OUR EARS, RBiuX
land
visitor Wednesday
will be' realized which will be used
IT SHOWS UE LIKES OUR.
nent which lies under ttje ice-fields as promptly, they say, as it does In
Power Co. office.
Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter
for
work
among
the
needy
children
RAPER,
OR
UE
WOULDMTGET
shout the South Pole. Byrd expedi- the home garage.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes is to organize
ISLE AU HAUT
UPSET WHEN IT ACCIDENTALLY
were Rockland visitors Wednesday.
of
the
town
during
thc
coming
Get your radiator filled with Eveready Prcstonc at E. E. Studley's Hardware
a chapter of Knox Hospital Auxiliary
winter.
Mrs. Oeorge Kay and granddaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Conley ol
Store, Thomaston
here, and to act as Its vice president.
At the Baptist Church Sunday the
ter Carolyn Calder left Wednesday for
Camden were recent guests of Mr.
Samuel Hutchins who was called
a visit tr. Rockland.
and' Mrs. James Conley on York Gerrish for thc past ten days, has re three lower grades, reading from the services will open with church school
here by the death of Ills father-inat
10
o'clock,
classes
for
all,
followed
Rep. W. Adelbert Smith returned
Island.
new Oates Readets and exhibition of
turned to Stonington.
law. Woodbury Dean, returned Wed
Wednesday from Augusta.
The Sewing Circle met Wednesday
work done by them ln the work-books by service of worship at 11 with chil
nesday to Boston.
dren’s story and special music by the
Mrs. Louise Sanborn left Wednes
evening at the home of Mrs. Elmer
that accompany the readers.
A'eie Y#rF-Pori» FnskioAA
EAST UNION
Mrs. Langtry Smith, Mrs. Carroll day for a visit with her daughter
Lufkin. Thc next meeting will bc wl(h
During the last half hour the chil choir; subject of the sermon, “Com
pi-AIDS and cheeks with a youth
Gregory and Mrs Laurence Ames Josephine who ls a student at the
Miss Elizabeth Rich.
dren recited poems from Steven- mandments For a New Day;" Miss;
ful trend toward the dramatic
School Notes
spent Saturday at Heron Neck Light Junior College In Portland. Thanks in costume and fabric are new
Arlene Ingraham will be the leader at!
Capt. and Mrs. Albert W. Coombs
'son's
“
Garden
of
Verses,"
and
the
Tlie week of Nov. 11 was observed
The Noneaters met Friday with giving Mrs. Sar.born and daughter style notes that are bringing many
who were recent guests of Mr. add
lower grades gave a little play en the B.Y.P.U meeting at 6 o’clock; at J
’•i ln East Union School as Education
Mrs. Frank Co!son.
will be guests of her uncle Walter 1 gay effects lo hunting field and tanMrs. George Coombs, left Monday ft>r
titled "The Lament of the Books." the 7 o’clock service the pastor's sub
bark ring. Tantara ts the material
| Week. There were 19 visitors Friday
Thc American Legion Ladles' Aux Arey in Hallowell.
their home in Brooklyn. N. Y.
This school is under the usual able ject will be "John's Message About
used for the ehlc riding habit
God and the Future."
iliary met Thursday evening at the
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Conley' and the following program was car- instruction of Mrs. Myrtle Messer.
shown above. This Is a rayon knit
Harbor Light Chapter will hold a so- '
home of Mrs. Everett Lifcby.
of Camden are guests of Mr. and Mrs. I ried out: Geography in the seventh
ted fabric, here developed in green
Take home one of Begg's delicious ctal Tuesday afternoon at Masonic
The Saturday Nighters are to meet
Jot ECONOMY and white, waist and breeches of
James Conley on York Island.
and eighth grades; a review of the
lhe checked material being set off
tonight with Muriel Chil’.es.
pies—they are home made, chocolate, hall for members. Various games and
Mrs. Samuel Rich has returned
early explorers and settlements in
by a brown suede jacket, sleeveless
Red Cross will begin work Wed
date, apple and other kinds, fig sewing will be featured. At 6.30 a
from a vsilt in Rockland and Ston
and fastened with two colorful but-j
I
I
America, by the fifth grade; reading squares and all kinds of pastry. picnic supper will be served, followed
nesday at Union Church vestry.
ington.
tons. A cloehe of the same material!
and
the
dramatization
of
the
story
by
the
regular
meeting.
Housekeepers
at
Union
Church
Cir

Begg's Home Cooking. Camden
Mrs. Alex McGuflie who has been
completes this rather striking cos
ADVERTISEMENTS
cle Thursday were Dora Boman, HllRegular services at the Methodist
thc guest of her sister Mrs. Lucinda read by the fourth grade; and in the street, Rockland—adv.
tume.

ROCKPORT

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

8S

A. C. McLOON & CO.

Bergs’ Home Cooking

AN OPPORTUNITY

S?

'Read.t/ue.
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A FATAL ACCIDENT

A very pleasant and busy evening A j Belfast Woman Wanwas enjoyed by the Friendly Club at
,
,
Harriet Williams' home last Wednesdering In Highway Struck
day There was a large attendance
By Rockland Driver
and much sewing and knitting was
-------fatal ted. A generous gift of materials A car driven by Alfred Rougier, a
fcr sewing has been received, and also well known Rockland musician, figyarn for mittens and sweaters. A ured in a fatal accident in Belfast
.suggestion was adopted that the Club Thursday night. The details are
have a Home Chapter, to be open to thus given in a Belfast despatch:
friends who are not able to come out "Returning from prayer-meeting
but would like to aid by working at in the Baptist church about 9 o'clock
home. A Christmas gift committee Thursday night, Mrs. Mary Whitwas named: Helen Studley. Ora mere, 75, evidently became confused.
Woodcock and Edith Richards; and wandered a mile or more out on Linto secure funds for this purpose a cclnville avenue, was struck by an
"Christmas Stocking" food sale will autemebile and instantly killed,
be held in Levi Seavey's store next "With her sister. Mrs. Nelly Jones.
Friday afternoon with Eunice Shorey both widows, she lived on Franklin
Evelyn Snow. Edna Young and Rena street, near the Post Office for
Wotton in charge. The Club will tome time her mind had been somemeet with Helen Studley Wednesday what weakened but not seriously. It
evening Dec. 6.
is believed that she walked by her
William Washburn and Miss Eliza- ll0me and became bewildered then
beth Washburn have returned from a kcl>t on walking out from the city,
visit of two wegks to his daughter 'she was struck by a car driven by
and her husband. Mr and Mrs. George A1^rcd Rougier of Rockland, who •
S. Ntwcombe, ln Washington, D. C told officers later, that lie did not
They found their people—which in- fee [be aged woman, who was walkeluded the two granddaughters lng in the road
time t0 avoid her.
Misses Helen and Elizabeth New- although he pulled his car into the
combe, in their well situated home in dhcn w’here it upset and he was j
a part of the city that is building £°tnewhat cut and bruised,
up quite rapidly. They are enjoying
Neighbors gathered, but none
their new home very much. inci- 'c°uld identify the dead woman. They'
dentally they met two others from telephoned the police at about the
Thomaston. Mrs Elizabeth Putnam.same lime Mrs Whitmores sister.
and Miss Marjorie Bumps, who have Mrs- J°nes became alarmed and nobeen residents of Washington several tifled the P011^ who had started a
ycars. Mr Washburn found many ?earch
Mrs Whitmore was the I
things new to take up his attention, daughter of John and Sarah Stewand of interest to the sightseer.
'»«• one
oldest families of th,

SCIENTISTS PLUNGE
INTO “PIT OF HELL”
Face Many Perils in Sur
vey of Desolate Spot.

• Municipal Election. Dec. 4) .
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

Probate Notices

STATE OK MAINE
—
To all persons Interested ln either of
For Mayor
the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
LEFOREST A. THURSTON In and for the County of Knox, on th?
17th day of October ln the year of our
Cf
Seven '
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three and by adjournment from
Ward One
day to day from the 17th day of said
Alderman— Milton S. Dick.
October the following matters having
School Board—Mrs. Clara T. Curtis. been presented for the action thereupon
Warden—Fred W. Oray.
hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby Or
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Verr.a M. Thomas. dered :
That notice thereof be given to all
Ward Two
persons interested, by causing a copy of
Alderman—Percy Lee McPhee.
this order to be published three weeks
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a
Schco'. Board—Cs r.ond A. Palme:
newspaper published at Rockland in said
Warden—Mrs. Mabel B. Greene.
County that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held nt said Rockland,
Ward Clerk—O Sheldon Gray.
on the 21st day of November A D 1933.
Ward Three
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon If they see cause.
Alderman—Charles
Berry.
JOHN P. MARTELOCK. late of Rock
Scnool Boarc —Mrs. Ruth Eiliii?- land deceased Will and Petition for
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
wood.
Warden—Clarence E Harrington may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Lizzie
Ward Clerk—George N Toney.
Martelock. of Rockland, she being the
Executrix named ln said Will, without
Ward Ftwr
bond.
Alderman—Charles W Schofield
________
SARAH F OETCHELL. late of Rockcphnl Board—Mr.. Golden Mun- land, deceased
Will and Petition for
OCUVJ* ova
Probate thereof, asking that the same
TOCw, «
»nay be proved and allowed and that
Warden—David R. McCarty.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ernestine
Ward C’erk—Mrs. Geneva B. Up- Oetchell. of Rockland, she being the
.
*
Executrix named in said Will, without
ix,nd.
Ward Five
WALDEN C AMES late of Vlnalhaven.
_ ,,, M
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Alderman
—Wi.liam
J SUlavan.
thereof,
AiLt.
in w.
tnereot. asking
asKina that
mat the
tne same
.same may lx*
School Board—Mrs. Ruth Sanborn proved and allowed and that Letters
..., Haun.
w-it-h
Te-tameatary issue to Edith M. Poole of
Warder.—va
Fores.
she being the Executrix
l
f DOTAr, Vlnalhaven.
*•**«*•*«•-=**.
”orU--Alim E
..... ■ j...
. .. id umi
Wand rClerk
—Mr?
Mrs. ILaura
e. ljo- .....
named
n sa
win, without u...
bond.
herty.
CLARA V HOSMER late of Warren,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
Ward Six
bate thereof, asking that the same may
be
proved
and
allowed and that Letters
Aldetma.fi—Marcellus M Condon Testamentary issue
to Annie E Watts
School Boirc-W.l is R. Lulkin.
of Warren, she being the Executrix
named ln said WUl. with bond.
Warden—Carl W. Tolman.
WILLIAM E. INGRAHAM, late of
| Ward Clerk—Mrs. Susie A. Atr.es
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
Ward Seven
<ame may be proved and allowed and
Aldermin—Russell E. Bartlett.
that Letters of Administration with the
School Board—Mrs. Gladys Jor.CS will annexed be issued to Robert U
Collins of Rockland, or some other suit
Morgan.
able person, without bond.
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
ESTATE CLARA M DYER late of
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Marietta C North Haven, deceased Petition for
Administration,
asking that W Paton
Moody.
Dyer of North Haven, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admlntstratorr with bond.
PICKEREL FISHING
ESTATE MARTHA A THOMPSON, late
.
of St George, deceased
Petition for
ae
ys
o
License to sell Certain Real Estate, sltuNnox County
oportsmen ated In St Oeorge. and tully de«cr:beo
,
_
In said petition, presented by J. Russell
Want It Legalized ror De- Davts of Thomaston. Admr

.Tew/

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

: LOST AND FOUND j

LYNN BURNERS
We Also Sell the

CLARION RANGE
Made in Maine

FRIGIDA1RE

Durango, Colo.—Away from the
WATER SYSTEMS
last frontier of law in the United
WHITE and tiger Angora cat. half
Stab s, into the "I’it of Hell," Angrown, lost. Notify ROSE WHITMORE
sell Hall of the National Park serv
or call 152-J.
136-138
ice is lending a party of forty or
TEL. 55-5 TENANT'S HARBOR
more archeologists and zoologists.
This so-called “black spot" of the
Southwest Is located principally
<•■*■**•***•*«»■*-*** - a
♦ ♦
north of the Colorado river ln
______ ___ _______
:
southeastern Utah and comprises an
POSITION as housekeeper for small
area of 600 to 700 square miles. The
family or for middle-aged or elderly ♦t(.****a.a.»«*****K♦
GENUINE BLACK
man
MRS MARY E GARDNER Box
purpose of the expedition, as an
34. Tenant’s Harbor.______________ 136*138
GEESE for sale, dressed.
W
A.
nounced. Is to make a survey of
136*138
YOUNG MAN would like position on CREAMER. Warren Tel 1-41
the uncharted district and to ex
farm or at any ordinary work. VICTOR
LARGE, two-vear-old rani for sale.
plore any ruins discovered.
JOHNSON. Olenmere. Maine .
137*139 Price
Cuban Heel
J10 WILLARD PEASE, Hope. Me
The party is said to be threat
BAND
SAW
wanted.
State
size
and
Tel.
Lincolnville 12-19
136-138
AA. A and B Widths
price
FRED KILLERAN
Tel. Thom
ened almost hourly, day and night,
FOR SALE—You can buy feed3 direct
aston 198-21. P. O. Warren. R. 2. 138-140
from the manufacturer, made fresh
by renegade Indians, who resent the
POSITION as chef or order cook want daMy. The freshness of these feeds will
white man's Invasion.
ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY. give you 20'I greater yields.
Orace 8t. Cltv
-M Shipped-ln feeds take several weeks ln
Another contingent of the explora
MAN wanted In this locality as Di transit across the country and are apt
tion party, made up of engineers
rect Representative of well known oil to be stale long before they reach you. *
and geologists, with headquarters at
company. Sell small town and farm ‘More For Less" Dairy Feed $1.63;
trade on easy credit terms. Experience M. F. L. Egg Mash. $1 98; M. F. L. Stock
Itetatukin Ruins, Piute reservation,
not necessary No Investment required. Feed $1 49; M F. L. Scratch Feed $1.85;
Ariz., is exploring that portion of
Chance for Immediate steady Income. M. F L All Mash $1 78; Just Right Egg
Write P T WEBSTER. General Mana Mash or Growing Feed, with yeast. $2.25.
the “black spot." It bus an airplane
ger. 6310 Standard Bank Bldg . Cleve Buy them today and get More For Less.
equipped with an aerial camera.
MN 8 IX >H! 8 Hl' land. Ohio.
138-lt STOV I
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG.
The. Flutes and their neighbors, the
CO., on track at 86 Park St., Just below
Navajos, are friendly.
Armours, Tel. 12W_______________ 137-139
Peril Dogs Party.
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale.
$9. one-half ton. $4.50; hard coal. $14.
Starting from Mexican Hat, per
>
J. B PAULSEN Tel 84-2 Thomaston.
«*******«>«*«***•
136*141
manent base, part of Hall's party,
using folding boats, shot the rap
I HOUSE to let at 52’2 Summer StI WILL SKI Ia ’ i.’galn a heavy
vacant about Nov. 25 MRS A.
Mc- winter coat. Angora, for a grown boy.
ids of thc San Juan river and went
LOON. 33 Grove St Tel. 253-M
H28-tf it b like new; Mio t aprlng top coat for
to Lee's Ferry on the Colorado. The
grown boy. Also like new
A heather
SIX ROOM flat with bath to let. 18 amixture.
remainder of the party Is using a
PHONE 678-R between 5 30
Gay St
Apply MRS E M. BENNER.
and
8.
p.
m.
_____________________
136*138
, 344 Broadway___ TeL_166-X_____ 13£140
paek train of mules and horses,
STEAM
heating plant.
American
HALF house to let, 17 Warren St., six
Brown or Black
The expedition promises rich rerooms, easily heated, reduced to $3 50 boiler and 33 radiators for sale, low
ward in geological and scientific
week Inquire 11 JAMES ST.
137-142 priced. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
ONE
LOT
Tel. 1154.__________________________ 132-tf
data, according to reports received
VERY attractive apartment to let. five
• rooms and bath, hot water and heat tlM
here. Already ruins have been dis
SMALL HOUSE nt Pleasant Gardens,
year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST $275. for sale on rent plan V. F. STUD
covered, It Is stated, that were old
Tel. 180-J_________________________ 137-tf LEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
134-tf
....
e“y"
when Christ was born, and bones
FURNISHED or partly furnished house
8EVERAL
Chevrolet
and
Ford
on Knox St . Thomaston to let. Apply cars at popular prices, with liberalused
The Baptist Church roll call drew F-*-1*--*--*--*--*--*- -♦-••••••••• •♦••♦••••(J of the Pliocene era and skulls of
al
to MRS LEVI TURNER. 144 Main St .
men have been found that may add
on old cars. FREDERICK U.
out the members of the church in
, Thomaston._______________________ 136-tt lowances
WALTZ
Tel
392-M
_____________
136*138
thousands of birthdays to the oldest
ONE LOT
PIVB IROOM flat to let
Pleasant,
sufficient numbers to nearly fill the
HOME-AG.-FAX
FOR SALE--Another car of baled shav
ancient man.
modern Improvements, fine view of harLuce,- •pastor
vestry. Rev. Albert ----------- —of*
tx)r
42
FULTON
ST.
_____________
137*139 ings will be on track this Friday. Satur
The Invaders are ln a land that
day
or Monday. We offer for sale direct
the Methodist Church in Camden i
x is solemn and frightful. The heat
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to from car now due Rockland. In trucklet
Inquire MRS W 8. KENNISTON. load lots. 10 bales or mort*. at 25c per
ESTATE GUY O. THAYER late ol
gave a talk on revivals in the church.
is terrific. A merciless sun beats
17C Main St Tel 874-W___________ 133-tf bale. Smaller lots 10c a bale higher.
North Haven, deceased
Petition for
cember ana January
He pre.sented the subject in an unI" summarizing a report on a
License to sell certain Real Estate, situ
down upon them. Water Is scarce.
THREE room furnished apartment to Our baled shavings are pure white and
ated in Vlnalhaven. and fully described
let, at 49 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICK- weigh 10 lbs more per bale than the
usual manner, but left no doubt ln study of farm property taxation in Cactus. Sparse, rare grass. Deep Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
in said petition, presented by Marion
NEL1. 82 Llmerock St.___________ 136*138 average bales. The price Is low. way
E Crockett of North Haven. Admx
below cost to the manufacturer. Buy
the hearer's mind as to his belief in Maine. Charles H Merchant, head sun baked earth makes the going
FOUR room apartment to let. partly your winter supply now.
The
ice
fishing
public
is
pleased
Phone your
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME
OdJ Styles anil Sites
STUDLEY.
7£W “ order
......................................
furnished.
$4 week
V........F...........
their necessity and power to bring of the department of agricultural slow. Dust clouds, red-colored and
today. Tel. 1200
STOVER’S
asking that the name of Frederick Ver
132-tf CASH GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS
283 Main St Tel. 1154
smothering, powder them all, man with the favorable reports that the non Pomeroy of Rockland be changed
about the results so much needed to economics. University of Maine,
for
STOVER
FEED
MFO.
CO
.
on track
SMALL
HOUSE
for
rent
at
Head
of
and beast of burden, and turns * i j « . -j
__ u to Frederick Vernon Gray
Presented
the Bav. t5 month V F. STUDLEY 283 at 86 Park St. Just below Armour’s.
put the churches of the United States says: "The average tax levied on ap- them to ghastly, hideous creatures. Inland Pish and Game Depart men. is by unnie a Gray of Rockland, mother.
137-139
_________________________________
Main St. Tel 1154
134-tf
WILLIAM R HAINES, late
in a healthy condition. The roll call pie farms included in the study dur- Dancing, shimmering heat rises in working for legal fishing for pickerel of ESTATE
Rockland, deceased
Petition for
TWO houses with rent only $8 month
WHEN you are punning to sell your
GOOD
SHOES
was responded to by 81. It was a very ing 1924 to 1926 amounted to 20.52 palpable waves. The clear, dry in the months of December ar.d
If paid In advance. FREDERICK U chickens and fowl, call PETER EDP££ntNel“* c Halne’
MAINE
WALTZ Tel. 392-M
136*138 WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland
131-tf
satisfactory meeting, and the pres- per cent of the farm income; on heat sucks the moisture from their January in Knox County. The public estate w scott young, late of ROCKLAND.
THREE room apartment, completely
FOR SALE—Values—Swift's. Armour's
bodies.
Matinicus
Isle
Plantation,
deceased
ence cf so many of the young mem- blueberry farms in 1926. to 10.83 per
furnished, ground floor.
MRS E K or Squire's Absolutely Pure Lard. 20 lbs.
seems to be unanimously in favor of Petition for Allowance presented by
133-tf $1 69. 60 lb. tubs $4 80; Fine Granulated
MILLS. Rear 11 Masonic St *
History Revealed.
bers was particularly gratifying to, cent on dairy farms in 1927. to 15.82
Martan A. Young of Matinicus Isle PlanESTATE MABEL STEVENS RAWLEY. 1 FURNISHED ROOMS to let at 29 Beech Sugar $4 98 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs. $1.29.
The
early
history
of
the
United
ice
fishing
in
the
following
lakes
and
tatton.
widow
late of Rockland, deceased. First and St MRS W S WHITE__________ 136-tf 10 lbs with other goods 49c.‘ Half bar
the older members of the church per cent; on potato farms in Aroosrel Heavy Salt Pork 1100 lbs ) $9 75;
„
.
....
_
WILBUR A. MORSE, of Friendship Final Account presented lor allowance
Singing and a few prayers opened the took County for the three-year States is written in the ruins ponds. Sennebec. in Union; Seven presents petition fo, appointment ot by Harry Franklin Curtis of Rockland'.
THE ROYAL Beer Garden and Bowling Stover’s Pride Flour.
The Flour the
snuggling along the cliff* In the _
Alleys to let. all equipped. Inquire V Best Cooks Use." 98c. $7.75 bbl. (8 bags);
....
j
...
_
Trustee,
asking
that
the
National
Bank
Exr.
service, and also closed it.
period 1928 to 1930, to 12 54 per cent: hidden canons that traverse the Tree, in Union and Warren, Craa- oj commerce of Portland. Maine, or
283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Best Family Flour 93c $7 25 bbl.; Best
ESTATE ELIZA E CUSHMAN, late ol F. STUDLEY.______________________
134-tf Pastry Flour 87c, $6 90 bbl. Confec
.....
. ... _____ -orne other suitable person be appolntMr. and "Mrs. Edwin Ludwig ot on potato farms in Central Maine “Pit of Hell,” so called because ,ford.
deceased. First and Final Ac
in Union and Warren, Hoc a.
Trustee of the Trust estate for the Roekland.
TWO six room houses at North End tioners or Brown Sugar. 4 packages 30c.
count presented for allowance by Cas
Rcckland. Mrs. Mattie Kenniston of for the two years 1929 and 1930. to so far It has been impenetrable, _ .
..
_. .
_
. . ...... use and benefit of Eda J. Lawry et als
to let. good condition, low rent. CALL Granulated Meal. 10 lbs . 29c; Native
ters N Cushman of Rockland. Exx.
Johnson or Kidney Beans, peck $1.13. $4
Pond, m Hope: Fisher Pond, in Hope. 0, Fr!endship.
Warren ar.d Mrs Minnie Ludwig of 8 58 per cent; and on poultry farms scarcely watered, desolate and re
EBER MONTGOMERY PERRY, late of 520-M___________________________ 138-140 per bushel. Denatured Alcohol 5 gal.
Vac v
ESTATE MINNIE A TURNER late of Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
GARAGE to let. Park St . formerly cans. $3 75 (can free) 75c gallon, bulk.
mote.
Page
after
page
of
history
Is
Reeky
Pond,
in
Rockport:
Thomaston spent Thursday in Lewis- m 1930, to 8.46 per cent. The aver'• .Washington,
deceased. Petition
for1 fur Probate thereof, asking that thc used as Battery Service Station. 22x66. Milk bottles, quarts. 6 dozen $4.13, *(0c
being revealed. There are foot Pond,
Pnnri in
In Kocxpori,
Rnclrnort- un.-Kawauxie,
rh'-lcawaulcip in
’n on
authority
to erect.a
<be burltl
lo< Q{ suitable
the sald monument
Mlnnle A same may he proved and allowed and show window, large office. $25 month. dozen; pints 6 doz. $3.13, 55c dozen;
ton.
age property tax on the 422 farms
that Letters of Administration with the V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1154 Rapid Flow Filter Disks. 300 for $1.
prints tn the sandstone; there are
presented by H Linwood Turner, will annexed be Issued to Homer E Rob i
______________ 132-tf STOVERS CASH GRAIN
STORES.
The Cantata "Ruth” is being included in the study amounted to pictographs on the cliffs and boul Rockport and Rockland; North and Turner
of Washington. Admr.
inson of Rockland, or some other suita
EIGHT room apartment to let. all DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
worked upon for presentation under, 12.70 per cent of the farm income, ders; there are human and animal South Ponds in Warren and Waldoestate lizzie e davis late of ble person, with bond.
MFO.
CO
.
on
track
at
86
Park
St . Just
modern, garage, over West End Market.
137-139
eavin. closoet
R unt
'island.
deceased.
ande Final
Ac- ! Witness MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es Thomaston. $15 month. V. F. STUDLEY. below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
the direction of Mrs. J. Walter Strout This shows the tax burden of the bones buried ln clays and gravel, ho-o
bo.o fLeaving
ciosea \fpguntacook
Megunucoos ^
prefented
_,or First
anowanC
by Sarah
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox 283 Main St. Tel 1154_____________ 132-tf
Mrs. Corner is lending valuable as- farmer in the principal agricultural and pottery and stone Implements in Camden and Lincolnville; Hos- Watts Ltueil ol Rockland. Admx. e t a
County . Rockland. Maine.
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
Attest
1„
aifnrrf ij.lr»
ESTATE ARTHUR W STURTEVANT
sistance.
regions of the State during various and ruins of cities.
with bath to let. $5 week V. F STUD* — * *-?
ROckiand. deceased. First and
CHARLES L. VEAZIE Register.
The renegade Indians, reported to mer s Pond in Camden, Alford Lake
LEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154
131-tf
Lermond Pond in Union, Final Account presented lor allowance
• • • •
periods from 1924 to 1930."
be opposing the advance of the Hall in Hope;
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
r
.
by William O Richards. Admr
Ave OVERNESS SARKESIAN
128-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Rlsteen opened
....
exploration party, are believed to and all others as present law applies.
ESTATE MAYNARD D williams
Notices of Appointment
0( Thomaston, deceased First and
MODERN six room rent, with garage
their home to company at a picnic
following rsclpe for paste has he led by progeny of meinliers of
Chickawaukie Lake in Rocknort l»te
Final Account presented for allowance
I. Charles L Veazle. Register of Pro Partly furnished If desired 17 Grove St
LADIES—Reliable hair good* at Rock
supper and cards Thursday evening been used successfully: Three cups the old Polk and Posey band of and Rockland is of special interest as by Llita williams of Thomaston. Admx bate
125-tf land
for the County of Knox, ln the R W BICKFORD Tel 611-M
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
The guests were Mr and Mrs. Ken- «<»»*-’• °”e CUP salt- sifted together, southern Utes that for many years it. is within walking distance of RockState of Maine, hereby certify that ln
SEVEN room house to let at head of solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
the following estates the persons were Chlckawaukle Lake MRS JOHN RANand
as
late
as
1920
waged
a
guerilla
131-tf
neth Fales. Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Wet with cold water until a smooth
land, tfrj largest City in the county. Final Account presented for allowance appointed Administrators. Executors. LETT. Tel 352-14.________________ 127-tf
warfare and rustled cattle from
...
,
.
.
_
by
Laura
E.
Fish.
Admx.
Guardians
and
Conservators
and
on
the
FIGS
<!:•
ci
Called
for
and
delivered,
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brasier parte is formed, then pour cn bo.lFIVE ROOM house on Fulton St
estate Robert j. Andrews late dates hereinafter named;
stockmen of the district, in retails- and each winter furnishes many
lights, gas and shed. $15; five room house prompt service. Also pork and beef for
and Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith.
uig water until it makes about four w tjorf
gettlen,Pnt of Ian(1 once meals for families that are out Of Of Warren, deceased First and Final
138*140
ABRAHAM BRADBURY, late of Rock on Holmes St., cellar, shed and lights. sale. TEL 592-X.
presented for allowance by Jane land deceattd. September 19. 1933. Solo $14; one three room furnished house on
The Guild of St John Baptist will1 Quarts. Let the mixture come to t ^p],| |l}. t|ie bgnq, although the dla- work, as well as pleasure for many Account
n Andrews of warren. Exx
mon Harris, of Bangor, was appointed Holmes St.. $3 50 per week Inquire HER
LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP. 33 Camden
St. TEL. 557-W. Finger waves and mar
mcet Tuesday in the parish hall at 2 6°^ boU stirring constantly. Cool puted territory was not embraced in more who have no way of going any
E?TA7E elden First and Final,Ro?Ac*5' Exr.. and qualified by filing bond Octo BERT BARTER Tel 611-W or 1017-J.
134*139
1
land, deceased
ber 3. 1933.
__________________________________ 128-tf cel*. 35c
p. m. Th/’men of the congregation a"d «-=e- If It seems too thick, thin the Ute reservation.
great distance to Other lakes. The count presented for allowance by Harold RACHBL A POWELL JACOBS late of
TWO room apartment with oath to
OWING
TO
THE
unemployment
ln the
Appleton, deceased August 15. 1933.
with cold water. This can be kept
will meet Monday evening at 7 30.
open fishing in the waters so named
estate Katherine mather, late Maurice S Powell of Bridgewater. Mass, let. thoroughly modern, heated and town of St. Oeorge, the town has voted
lighted. $5 a week; also rooms and bath to close Its clam flats to non-resident
for several days in a cool place.
is a necessity as well as a sport under of Rockland, deceased First and Final was appointed Admr and qualified by $3 week up at Foss House. MABEL AT diggers as of Oct. 10. 1933. Complying
Texas Town Nearer 15
The Church of St. John Baptist
...
Account presented for allowance by Gtl- filing bond October 3. 1933. Frank H KINS. proprietor. 77 Park St. Tel 330
with the Statute laws of Maine. 126-tf
of Rockland, appointed Agent
Christmas Fair to be held in tne
121-tf
State Capitals Than Own present conditions. The public re- fPrd B Butler of South Thum-ston. Exr Ingraham
in Maine.
W
ITH
THE
BOWLERS
quests
all
Senators
and
Representaestate
abraham
bradbury
,
late
AUTOMOBILE repairing.
Open eve
parii.i ha’.I Dec. 16 will be a most in
APARTMENTS to let. 21-23 Fulton St ,
Austin, Texas.—Proposed redisFO3TELLA E BENNER, late of Rock
.
of Rockland, deceased. First and Final
Slmonlzlng done
room house, toilet and lights at 74 nings nnd Sunday
trictlng of Texas has brought forth tives to give this bill their consider- Account presented for allowance by land. deceased. October 3. 1933, Oscar six
teresting event to those perrons look
G. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
Clerks 5. Perrys 0
S. Duncan of Rockland, was appointed Pleasant St. ROSE PRESCOTT Tel reasonably.
some queer facts about the state. I atkm for lawful ice fishing at as early
M BENNER, late Admr d.b.n.. and qualified by filing 1058_____________________________ 127-138 St. Tel _ 233-J.________________ 123* 125-tf
ing for Christmas gifts at moderate
The clerks had things pretty much Texarkana Is nearer the state capi
WELL furnished apartment to let.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
a dat-3 as possible.
of Rockland, deceased. First and Final bond on same date.
prices. For special orders of fancy
their own way with Perry's Mar tals of 15 other states than It Is to
EMILY ELLIOT DALAND sometimes three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX order.
Keys made to fit locks when
Account ' presented for allowance by
p M.
work or food anyone may phone the
known as EMII.Y J ELLIOT DALAND : ST Tel. 156-W *________________ 131-tf original keys are lost. House, office or
Bessie R Benner of RockU..d. Admx.
keteers taking all of the points and Austin, capital of Texas. The 15
and EMU Y JANE ELLIOT DAI AND. late
Car. Code books provide keys for all
FURNISHED,
heated
apartment
to
let
ESTATE
JOHN
ARTHUR
FOSS,
of
West.
Rockport.
Nov.
16
fol'.owlnj. Miss Helen Carr. Mrs
winning by 92 pins. Brault got into nre: Oklahoma. Kansas, Nebraska.
Rockland First and Final Account pre of Brookline. Mass, deceased. August Inquire 14 Masonic St____________ 131-tf locks without bother. Stissors and
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
Rcbert Watts, High rtreet, Mrs. Al
sented for allowance by Alvra W Greg 15. 1933. The Second National Bank of '
HEATED apartments, all nioaern, ioui sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
the coveted 306-class for high, and Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas,
Boston. Mass., and Elliot Daland of 1
ory of Rockland. Gdn
bert Hail. Mrs. Grace Payson.
Indiana,
Kentucky,
Tennessee,
Mis
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, were ap rooms. Apply at CAMDEN dc ROCK 408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7fl.
CAMDEN
had high string (118>. The sum
ESTATE ORRIN H WOODCOCK, late pointed Exrs. and qualified by filing LAND WATER CO Tel 634______ 131-tf ___________________________________ 131-tf
sissippi, Alabama, Georgia, Louisi
--------of Cushing, deceased. First and Final bond October 17. 1933 Alan L. Bird of . FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
Services at the Federated Church mary:
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
ana
nnd
Florida.
Capt.
Curtis
Weed
and
son
Roy
ar.d Account presented for allowance by Rockland, appointed Agent in Maine.
apartment, modern,
to
let. MRS Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
will be: Church s:hcol at 9 45 a. m.l
A Woodcock of Cushing. Admx
Li Gage 292. Mouradian 258. Daniels (
Residents of El Paso. Texas, are Leroy Alley are on a gunning tiip to Mina
MARGARET SWANN BOWDITCH. late 1 FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
estate
H
elen
mattson
of
Rockmorning service at 11, subject, "A 269. Brault 303, Stewart 282, total' closer to Los Angeles than they are
of Milton. Mass., deceased. October 17
St-lcrvlEe.
' land First and Final Account present 1933. The New England Trust Company
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
Gracious Promise." The music will 1434.
ed for allowance by Alvra W Gregory of Boston. Ma‘.s.. and Richard L. Bowto Beaumont or Port Arthur, Texas.
St., near Sllsb, Greenhouses, electric
Mrs.
Winona
Talbot
entertained
of Rockland. Gdn.
ditch of Boston, were appointed Exrs.. lights, lurnace, bath; clean, cosy, ecoinclude "I Will Give You Rest," by
Brownsville,
Texas.
Is
farther
from
Perry's Market—Small 286, Mcaff—e r ,«aUa -T',,..!-,
z-i —,,
ESTATE EUGENE F THOMPSON, of and qualified by filing bond on same
MRS. H. M. FROST. Tel
LIghthlll. Evening service at 7. when phe(. 276 gchoHeid 257. Melvin 245, Dalhart, Texas, than Dalhart Is Mrs. Luel.a Tutt.e. Mrs Hilda clay- Rockland First Account presented for date. Elmer Lufkin of Point Look Out. nomlcal.
318-W.
131-tf
from North Dakota. Dalhart Is ter and Miss Harriet L. Gill at d.nr.er allowance by Jerome C Burrows of appointed Agent ln Maine.
thc topic will bc "Good News."
Abbott 248 total 1312.
ELIZA E. CUSHMAN, late of Rockland. I
nearer the capital of six other and contract Thursday night Mrs. Rockland. Gdn
$1
♦
•••
ESTATE HERMAN RAWLEY of Ten decensed. October 17, 1933, Castera N 1
At the Baptist Church Sunday the 1
. . • ■
states than It is to its own state Tuttle held the honor score.
ant's Harbor First and Final Account Cushman, of Rockport, was appointed |
Eskimos Frozen Out
Bible school will be held at 9 45 a. m.
presented for allowance by Ernest Raw- Exx and qualified by filing bond on ' ♦
capital.
same date.
Meeting of Maiden Cliff Rebekah ley of Tenant s Harbor. Gdn.
The young ladies from the Polar
Other services fcr the day and eve
Area compilations show the state,
CHARLES W • LERMOND: late of ]
ALMORE
D BROADMAN.
of WarRegions had things all their own way with 262,398 square miles, to be Lodze
Louge Wednesday
weonesQaj evenlnz
evening.
rfn
deceased
Wl!l and late
Petition
for Thomaston, deceased. October 17. 1933. |
ning will be omitted.
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
Alfred M 8trout of Thomaston, was ap
Mrs Fmmellre
asking
that and
thc same
fcr two-thirds of this match, but in larger than pre-war Germany, largMrs.
fammenne Halford
waiiora entertained
entertainea Probate
may bp thereof,
prove() and
allowed
that pointed
Admr.. and qualified by filing cation. price right. This property Is a
good Investment. Its location Is on a
I the last string the Telephone Girls I er ,lian France and more than the Philathea Class Fridiy evening Letters ot Administration with the win bond on same date.
AN OUTSPOKEN IOWAN
u
e
. , .
annexed be Issued to Myrtle V. BroadWILLIAM B« FISH, late of Hope, de cement road. ROBERT COLLINS, Real
had a very busy
line and pulled the ( twice as large
B as England,' Scotland at...
131-tf
her
home
on
central
Street.
man.
of
Warren,
or
some
other
suitable
ceased. October 17. 1933. James L. Dor- Estate Agency.
and Ireland combined.
.____ , .
..
. »
„
i person, without bond.
nan of East Union, was appointed Admr.
THE L E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
Senator Dickinson Thinks NRA He- game out of the hole. Seavey had
Annual donation party for the Comestate charles w everett. late c t.a. and qualified by filing bond on St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
peal Would Cure Country’s Head high string <109> but Alma Knight
munlty Hotpital Nov. 28. and visitors of Washington, deceased Petition for same date.
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Administration, asking that Ralph W
MARY E WIGGIN SPEAR late of Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
I could claim the distinction of having Hoboing Pullet Takes
ache
will be welcome from 2 to 5 o'clock. Farris of Augusta, or some other sulta Rockland,
97-tf
deceased. October 17. 1933.
—;—
[the smallest string in captivity (461.
person be appointed Administrator, Georgia Wiggin Glover, of Rockland was
Long Trip on Bumper Food, preserves, clothing, bedding, ble
FARM
for
sale,
20
acres
field
and
without bond.
appointed Exx . and qualified by filing pasture, house, barn, henhouse for 1000
Senator Dickinson said Tuesday he The summary:
Hagerstown. Mil.—When Alvey linen, etc., will te acceptable.
ESTATE LEVI A BOGOS. late of War. bond October 24. 1933.
hens,
fine
well,
pump
In
sink,
electric
would introduce a measure in the j Telephone Girls — Ahlberg. 224; C. Zittle left in his auto from near
ren. deceased. Petition for Adminis
ANN STARRETT. late of Thomaston, lights, good cellar. Highlands. *$1100. V.
Fred and Will Dean have returned tration, asking that Edwin K Boggs of
- October 17, 1933. Lizzie S Lev F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
next session of Congress calling for Pease' 196; Pierson, 196; Alberta his home near Boonsboro he did from a gunning trip at Coleman Gorham, or some other suitable person deceased.
ensaler of Thomaston, was appointed
122-tf
be appointed Administrator, without Exx . and qualified by filing bond Octo
, Knight, 194; Anderson, 245; Haskell, not know that he had another pas
Pond.
bond.
“complete repeal" of the National Re- 2Q.. wta] 12g0
ber 24. 1933
senger.
WILMER L AMES, late of Matinicus
MARTHA A THOMPSON, late of St.
lie
did
not
discover
that
one
of
Mrs.
Allie
O
PilE
’
o
ury,
High
street,
Isle Plantation, deceased. • Will and Georgi deceased J Rueeell Davis of
covery Act's provision which created 1 Eskimos—Seavey 265. Cates 221.
ecause the wedding
his half-grown pullets had perched will entertain the Camden Garden Petition for Probate thereof, asking that Thomaston, was appointed Admr., and
the NRA.
j Alma Knight 168, Hodgkins 212. upon thc bumper until he reached
the same may be proved and allowed qualified by filing bond October 24. 1933.
invitations should bc
Club next Wednesday at 2.30. The and that Letters Testamentary Issue ol
GEORGE W SMITH late of Rockland,
“I want the country to get over Laney, 201. Cunningham, 181, total, Shepherdstown, 22 miles nway.
Weston L Ames, of Matinicus Isle deceased.
mailed
two weeks before
October 17, 1(33. Maude Knowl- i
Hnw the chicken clung to the speaker of the afternoon will te Hu Plantation, he being the Executor named ton Smith of Rocklai. 1. was appointed I
its headache, and that's thc quickest
ln
said
Will,
without
b
the
wedding
itself, they
• • • *
Admx. c.t.a.. and quallL d by filing bond
bumper nnd came through un- bert McCarthy of Eath and his sub
ESTATE LYDIA A
JAMESON, of October 24. 1933
cure I know of," he declared.
ject
"Cultivating
the
Wild
Flower."
must bc ordered well in
scrutched Is a mystery Zittle Is try
Rockland. Petition for License to Sell , Attest:
Next Week’s Games
Real Estate, situated in Rock
CHARLES L. VE 7IE. Register, j
ing to solve.
"Wild Flowers in the Rock Garden." certain
Dickinson said he was preparing
Monday—Lions vs. Merchants
advance. And, because
land. and fully described ln said
132-S-138
and "Plants That Tolerate Shade."
Petition, presented by Jerome C. Bur
the repeal measure ar.d would be
Tuesday—Clerks vs. Kent's.
they are so critically in
rows, of Rockland. Gdn.
Sow Couldn't Feed Litter
WHEN IN BOSTON— Tou can buy
ready to offer it as soon as Con Wednesday—Perry's Market
vs.
WILLIAM H. PROCTOR late of Apple- copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Providence,
Utah.
—
A
sow
belong

spected by their recipi
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for home news, at the Old South News I
gress reconvened.
Sim’s Shop.
ing to Alvin Stuuffer gave birth to
Probate thereof, asking that the same Agency. Washington St., next Old 8outh
ents, they must also be
"If the proposed price-fixing order Thursday—Telephone vs. Barbers.
may be proved and allowed and that Unurcn; also at M. Andeiman’a. 284
38 pigs, but could accommodate only
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ada H. Tremont. Hr
on gasoline is permi’.ted to go into
12, so the remainder were fed from
ultra-correct. Linweave
Proctor, of Appleton, she being the
Executrix named ln said Will, without
effect." Dickinson said, "itwill not j At the Star alleys last night Howbottles equipped with rubber nip
Wedding Papers can bc
bond.
only saddle high prices on the con- ard's Hustlers defeated the Old ples.
JESSE C HILL, late of Rockland, de
shown you at
ceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
sumer but It will mean the dcstruc- Timers 1605 to 1492 and the Three
■ —■
-=
CAMDEN, ME.
thereof, asking tnat the same may be Is the name of a new and very beautiful
tion of every independent gasoline Crews defeatedSnow's Snags 1072 to iron, but the restof Coach Dave
Thc Courier-Gazette
proved and allowed and that Letters
issue to Jennie R. Hill of ballad (with recitation) which has been
retailer in this country. In my own |io61.
1 Morey's charges should be ready for
A Prescription Drug Store Testamentary
Ask to see them
Rockland, she being the Executrix . accepted for FREE reproduction ln their
You’ll Find the
named in said Will, without bond.
December issue (in full sheet-music
State of Iowa it will put literally hun-----------------action with the opening whistle next
for over 65 years
ESTATE
NAOMI
J.
O
BRIEN,
late
of
size)
by
"Magazine
of
Popular
Music,
”
dreds of independents out of. busiBATES FOOTBALL OUTLOOK
September. Although the men who
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final Los Angeles. Calif. Regular piano-copies
Answers In These
Account presented for allowance by Liz of this song will be mailed (postpaid)
An Old Pharmacy
ness and will centralize distribution
------are lost are valuable cogs in the Bobnw
.
zie S. Levensaler of Thomaston. Exx.
to
the
people
of
Maine
at
wholesale
in the hands of a few big companies
Six members of the Bates football cat grid machine, for the most part
With Young and Modern Ideas
ESTATE MARGARET A MOODY of price, 15c; (coin, no stamps). Write to ADVERTISING COLUMNS
WKIIMIVU PAPKIIN
who will then have the consumer at squad will not return next fall to | there will be an experienced man for
Thomaston. First and Final Account POURMAN POPULAR PUBLICATIONS
“W’here Old Meets Young”
176 Hillside Ave.. Newark, N. J.
presented for allowance by Levi Seavey
their mercy."
i wear the Garnet again on the grid- every position on the eleven.
137*138
of Thomaston, Gdn.

Harold H. Hupper

WANTED

FOR SALE

SEAL SKIN TIES

$4.45 pair

TO LET

SNAP OVERSHOES
$1.25

LADIES’ RUBBERS
79c

LADIES’
OVERSHOES
98c

McLain’s Shoe Store

; MISCELLANEOUS ;
— ****♦H

REAL ESTATE

RE

B

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

“In Dear Old Maine”

Every-Other-Day
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A ROCKLAND WOMAN

OCl ETY.

Mrs.

Blanche

Swan

EDUCATION CRISIS

A GERMAN PROGRAM

New What Miss Lou Buker of Au Presented

Parent-

Chairman of Second Dis

gusta

trict Council Able Worker

Tfeacher Association

Told

the

Club

By
Before

Methebesec
Woman’s

*

At The High School

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

(By the Pupils)

.... MAKE WAY FOR THE BIG
PARADE OF THE SHOW WORLD!

Club In Damariscotta

---- —
Quarterly Exam Week ! ! !
The November meeting of the
“A better understanding of each
The Methebesec Club Wednesday
• • « •
other and of all branches of Auxill- Parent-Teacher Association Wed-' afternoon presented an exchange The "Rockland Highlite," the school
nesday evening stands as one of the program before the Damariscotta- bi-monthly paper, written by the
I ary work" is the aim of Blanche M.
best in its history. Those who were
.....
. ..
Swan, newly elected chairman of the privileged to hear Miss Lou Buker,i1 Newcastle Woman's Club. It was a PuPlk hiking place of the "Tattler"
that evening and for the circle sup- j second District Council, American supervisor of elementary schools of German program, and one they may 1 and is receiving much favorable com
ment.
per of Wednesday. The next meet Legion Auxiliary, as she begins her
Augusta, came away richly inspired be Justly proud of, the participants
ing will be Dec. 14 at the home of
Supt. Toher, acting program being Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Mrs
gophia Cohen is stenographer in
Mrs. Oliver Hills when dolls for i year's work with a Council meeting at
chairman,
introduced
Miss
Buker.
Angelica
Glover,
Mrs.
Alice
Karl.
Mrs
Principal
Blalsdell's office this week
South Paris G.A.R hall. Nov. 22.
Christmas will be dressed.
paying tribute to the fine work this Suella Sheldon, and Mrs. Lydia
• • • .
------Her Slogan is; "Every unit of the
educator is doing in Augusta and ln Sloler contraitOi and
Edna
The student body rejoices to hear
The T & E Club met Wednesday Second District ftn active Un,t„
the State ln Parent—Teacher. activi- Gregory, as guest artists.
that its inena
friend ana
ind teacner,
fennher miss
iwirs Anna I
evening with Mrs. Myron Mank.
Mlas -mat
Anna
_____
Although Mrs. Swan follows such ties, and the applause which greeted
Coughlin, is convalescing in an en-'
Mis/*Bertha Knight is attending I outstanding Legion Auxiliary workers her as she came to the front of the Carollne Jameson, a club member ;<,0UI.aging manner
....
the Ballard Business School at as jjrs Anne P. Snow and Mrs. Susie audience bespok-? the real friendship al£0 attended.
Rcckport.
j Lamb of Rockland, Mrs. Agnes C. Rcckland feels for her.
Mrs. Ellingwood opened the pro-' cancellation of Wednesday's foot... of. .
.. I| Miss
Buker
as her subject, fc]lowcd
gram with
German balI „an.„ between>coXonof
Camden and
Mr. and Mrs.------M M. Daggett are I Bradley
Rumford
andj ..
Mrs. „
Bertha
NRA
bul took
jAa—I Am
by an
the address
EngUsh in,ranslation
Tto‘ I

Orly Warner Bros, can make musicals —and Warner Bros,
have done it again! First ’’42nd Street’’. . .Then ’’Gold Dig
gers”. .. Now the master attraction of them all!... More beauti
ful girls . . . More lavish spectacle . . . More songs and
laughs . . . Greater stars . . . ,-tnd btsl of all Jimmy (Jagney,
himself, singing and dancing on the screen! Strike up the
band! On with tlic show! Here comes—

In addition to personal notes regard
The Diligent Dames met Thurs
ing departures and arrivals, this depart-, ,
..
. ..
.
, ,,
ment especially desires Information of ] day afternoon at the home Of Mrs.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc Joseph Emery the time being d,eNotes sent by mall or telephone will be
H
6
gladly received.
| voted to planning for the concert of
TELEPHONE .......................... -■ 770 or 7M

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Helller and
Miss Alice Heliier motor to Lewiston
today to attend the wedding of Miss
Marguerite Briggs of Mechanic
Falls and Clifford Jordan, sub
master at the Westbrook High
School, which takes place in Bates
College Chapel. The bride and Miss
Heliier were roommates at Bates.

Mrs. D. E. Robbins has entered a
Portland hospital for a mastoid op
eration.
visiting relatives in Boston and vi- s. Abbott of South Pans, it is ex- j stressing the importance of being
clnltypected that she will have a successful | ••intelligently active," as touching
The Itoocvik Club will meet Tues
Mr and Mrs KeUey B Crie gave a year *lth an lncreased membership., upon parents and teachers. She
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
as she is a conscientious, faithful cited several cases of Intelligent
Edward. Benner.
Members and !<»"«« party Wednesday night the Jn
courage ln families in dire straits due
friends who have clothing, particua*™'°*er',n*t“
1
for disabled World War Veterans,
to existing conditio^, parents maklarly for children, to donate are da^- Tho_e present were R. A. Crie,
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
She
U
the
wife
of
a
weI1
knowr
tng
a supreme effort to protect their
asked to notify Mrs. Warren C lMr- and Mrs Hlram Crle' Mr and
Mr.: Ernest Crie Mr and Mrs
Maynard 8. Swan cf children from the effects of the deNoyes who will arrange to have such
Donald Crie, Miss Ernestine Getchell.! Auburn and the daughter of Mr. pression.
articles called for and see that they Miss Eda Butler, Mrs Agnes Hutch- and Mrs Pranlt J. Orbeton of RockTouching upon parent «■ teacher
are put in proper hands for distribu ings Mr and Mrs. Wesley Com- i iland
__ i shc __
___ i_in Vlnalhaven
________ ; activities,
. .
. -gave three ...
was iborn
she
bits of• >imJ
.........
tion.
but
attended
the
public
schools
of
\
portant
advice
—
Teachers,
visit
stock and Mrs. Carrie Soper.
Rockland and was graduated from 1 homes; parents, visit, schools; and
homTaTXi^oX^^a”! Mrs Nettie Rackliffe of Winthrop [the Rockland Commercial College e"veryor,? make It his business to be-

and she also charmingly introduced tlcld brought much disappointment
the Rockland visitors. A history ol to .be football fans. Ail football
Germany was presented by Mrs. Karl. | cqulpment has
turncd
and
the subject, brought up to thc present wln
reconditioned for next year.
day, treated with thought. Mrs
....
CH°ver gave a talk on German litcraOirk. basketball practice
now in
ture and read several poems in Ger- fuU ,
wi'th about 3Q Qul undpr
man. so beautifully rendered that thc ; [hp dlrccllon of . SmUlng Bilr Sul]l.
English translation seemed almost
van. With four veteran players and
unnecessary. Mrs Ellingwood Uien plenty cf new material, it is thought
r.flt nt tho ninnn nnd nlnvpri nnd snno
Eat al the Plano and Pla>'ed and s»ng hat Rockland will have a strong
in flnrmon In-A nnnhentinn fell* .nnrln Oerman two enchanting iclk aangs.1 tcam thjg
Mrs. Sheldon's contribution was
«
German I Tu.sday's assembly, with Ted Ladd

evening for a card party under the
the guc£t of h<>r sLster' Mrs Alan , Aside from her Auxiliary activities come acquainted with education as it
> a thtoZ “clla
opera and music heard at that time I •“ —lrman' con^*d of
followSil wycr
she Is a Rebekah and a member of |
today.
auspices of a group from Forget-me-,
j • •
.... and was presented in a highly enllghtpr°eram: Bcr‘Pture- Mary Gay;
I
the degree team of Stevens' Mills
Her talk pertaining to the crisis pnlng
piano duet.
Hungarian Dance,
Not Chapter. OES.
Nuts and chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian
Grange. Maine won two National in education was particularly en- Mrs. Ellingwood told the story ol 8rahms'
Dondks and Murlel
candies were given as favors. Several 8ociety
Thursday afternoon, prizes for the excellence of Its Fidac ! lightening. "Now is the first time
"Tristan and Isolde." one of Wagner's '^Phec: Vocal duet' WaiUng ln thc
of the men enjoyed pool. Refresh-(Mrs Helcna pa,es
)eader
programs, the last two years, and (jn the history of t^iis country that most famous operas.
Shadows. JaneWelsh and Mary Hav
ments were served.
yjjc subject was Greek Comedy and
Mrs. Swan was the State chairman the public has not stood behind its
Mrs. Storer's beautiful voice was ener; p:ano solo, Northern Lights,
'the assigned topics were; Old
both years. At. the State executive schools." was a pertinent remark
Torjussen, Muriel McPhee; reading
Mrs James OHara goes to Boston iComcdy
Mayd
, heard ln two groups—"Stille die wie'
board
meeting
In
Bangor
Mrs
Swan
made
by
Miss
Buker.
She
told
of
the
Nacht
„
fay
and
..
wlegenlicd
..
Bob
at the Baseball Game, Meredith
today or Monday to Join Mr. O'Hara. sb of
comedy -The
They have taken apartments on Bir(t, „ Mrs Leach.'Mlddle all4 Ncw ' *'as given » handsome Naval plate, shocking educational conditions to by Brahms ,ung ln German, and Dondis; piano solo, The Flatterer
Commonwealth aavenue.
Comedy. Mias Caroline Jameson-f Maines Fidac work by the south and west, where school Wagner-S ..Dreams- and Schubert's Chaminade, Edith Dondis; vocal
-------Menander s Plays. Mrs. Ella s I
committee.
(upon school has been closed and 'Ave Maria." She was accompanied solo, Moonstruck, Edward Griffin;
During Mrs. Swan's term as presl- w„ere efforts in some places an- by Mts Qregory whQ gaye a spkndid piano solo, Grand Valse Caprice.
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and
Bird; Character of New Comedy
daughter Constance arrive today to Mr, a luall Auen. Analysis of Me <Jent °l Alden M' Oayt<,n Unit of being made to establish
tuition rendering of Brahms' "Hungarian Engle man, Margaret Dunton.
be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. raRdtr.s Comedy ’ -TheBrothers,"
Auburn aU °°ld Star Moth«rs °< schools, thus excluding the middle Dan"” ”N"0 5 '
The social held Friday evening In
Senter, Jr., for the weekend.
Mrs Carrje paimer
Auburn were made active members and poorer class children.
Thc affair took place to the club!tbc gvm wa5 fponsorcd by the sopho, of the Unit and given a life member'
Miss Buker stressed thc
import- bcU£e a roomy and attractive edifice
Chapin Class meets Tuesday even-' Mrs B. E Blackington and daugh- -shlp. She was also influential in ance of the arts, particularly music m which the club takes great pride mcics. The entertainment began at
.
„
, 8 30 with a group of girls acting as
ing with Mrs. George H Welch ter Oertrude have returned from starting a past president's parley ln and drawing—"the soul as she de- At the close of the program tea and !wuscmal(U> wlth a dance and drln
Broadway.
, Boston, where Miss Gertrude re- Auburn. Shg has attended eight of scribed it- To meet the present con- £man cakes were served and a de- Thc house maids
lcft thelr
! ceived orthopedic attention. While Jtbe State conventions and attended ditions and demands a child now ;iKhtful social hour provided. Thi dU£tlng
cRanlng
as their
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper
away they visited relatives in , ?-‘le Parts. France, convention visiting has to have more than the three Rs., Rockland guests were charmed by
mistress
went
out.
Sanford
Delano
had as dinner guests at their home in
Springfield, Hudson and Newton.
H countries while abroad. She also She scored the criticism directed the hospitality shown by their
played selections on the harmonica.
South Thomaston last night Capt
------attended the National Conventions against, the schools regarding the hostesses,
Tlie program closed with Vernet Mor
Ross Wilson and bride.
Lee Blackington was recently home held at Boston, Detroit and Chicago. so-called frills and enlarged cuni-----------------gan and Frances Storer giving a
Irom University of Maine.
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICIANS
The past few weeks Mrs. Swan has culum. "You demand improvement
Mrs. Helen 'McKinney was hostess i
_____
Romeo-Juliet scene. Dancing and
been busy installing officers in the and advancement in everything but
refreshments were enjoyed. Those
to Cheerful Circle Wednesday even- w o puiier, who has been been
Members
of
the
Orchestra
Working
27 units ln the Second District and education, but without improvement
attending showed thc spirit of cele
'n8confined to his home at 45 Beech
Hard Under Direction Of Mrs
usually Mrs. Susie Lamb of Rockland in education how can there be ad
bration after quarterly examinations
street the past three weeks, is conHarvie
has served as her sergeant-at-arms. vancement in the fields of industry,
Mrs. L. N. Littlehale went to
valesctog. and plans are being made
Southbridge, Mass., Thursday to
She has already Installed at Thomas- science, etc. " was a direct inquiry
The cast of the senior class play
for his annual sojourn ln Florida,
spend the winter with her daughter.. whither he will be accom anied
ton> Damariscotta. Bath, Union by the speaker. Glowing tribute was We are indebted to Edward Hayes. "Climbing Roses,." to be presented
Mrs. Jesse Jones. Her place at th<
'pun^ and his son0 n Dona Id H Boofhbay Harbor. Rockland. Buck- paid to the teachers of today—teach- J* for lhpsc Interesting items con- Dec. 7 and 8. has been chosen. Ruth
console of- ...
the Methodist organ, 'puller
; field and installed the officers of the er5 Who are putting in longer hours! e rning the Rockland High School Dondis as Peggy Rose and Charles
'five Units in Androscoggin County ! than ever before, on less pay, with I Orchestra:
which she so efficiently filled, during
Ellis as Jack Archer, who furnish the
the summer will be taken temporarBlanchard B Smith of16 Lincoln : at a joint installation with the classrooms crowded to the very j Our crche£tra is now under the di- love interest of the production, head
ily by Mrs. R. C. Wentworth.
| street, isrecovering froma severe Legion held in Lewiston. She is soon , dOors. yet. putting forth every effort rcction of Mrs. Emma Harvie. We the cast of 12. Ruth Ward, as Hazel
cold.
to install at Wiscasset and Camden , (b maintain the high standard that lare all woiking hard at rehearsals and Sommers, determines to have Charles
The T Club met last evening with
The new- officers of the second i bas been set for the public schools! enjoying them. There are about 35 Havener, as Freddie Wimbledon, for
Mrs. Veda Brown as hostess at thc
Miss Cora E. Perry has returned District Council are
Chairman bf this country. Tribute, too, w? *' members and a list of them will be her husband. Helen Pletroskl, as
homc of Mrs. Wesley Thurston.
frem a visit in Malden.
Blanche M. Swan; vice chairman. pajd to the school superintendents 1 presented later. At a recent meeting Maggie Rose, and Russell Bartlett a
The Speech Readers Club meet- The November meeting of the Mary K. Hodgkins. Damariscotta; and tbe school committees, the lat- were chosen the following commit-, '11” Rose- arc ,!lP hard-working
secretary and treasurer. Ruth Mc- ter termed by Miss Buker as “resl tees: Executive. Donald Saunders |Oc;al cllmbcrs ami they also add
ing Thursday afternoon had Mrs congregational Missionary Society
much comedy to thc play, as do
patriots," -serving
Frank Hewett in charge of the tes* takes pjace Wednesday afternoon at, Carihy. Lewiston; sergeant-at-arms,
.
i------- their cities anti Maurice Rackliffe, Florence Dear Jtmmv Pellicane as Drvden Proonis
son and Mrs P. F. Brown presenting 3 <t
home Qf Mrs John
Edith Clark. Thomaston; ^aptoto. communities without remuneration and Ruth Harper; librarian. Francis
a y ™
’ d
«
p
current events. The meetings con-' vhQ wjn * a£sjsted
Mrs jQhn Q Edna Young. Thomaston; historian. and with n<>n-partisan spirit
Havener; assistant. Margaret McJan^ehon Anna X
tlnue to interest, and once again an gncw
Tne program wil]
Jn Ora Woodcock. Thomaston; executive
Miss Buker scored the city govern- Millan; property manager. Winfield " “
d d
*
Winnie Clarke and
invitation is extended to anyone to ' charge of Mrs Walter s Rounds comrnittte- Presidents of units, Mary ments that endeavor to place a tax- Chatto; recording secretary. Edward
' L
‘
as Percy Southwhom this work appeals to attend.
and Mrs
B. Smith The sub- K Hodgkins and Ruth McCarthy.
payer in the schools as teacher to'Hayes Jr.; assistant, James Hayes; I ornijn Stanley
• an
worth, who tries so hard to be domi-----------------ensure payment, of taxes, regardless financial secretary, Charles Dorgan;
jec? will be “Congregationalism in ! "PEACH
OF A FAMILY" ' of the ability or training for such a 1 treasurer. Fred Raining; assistant di- "atl”* wlth ludlcroua 'esulta
Mrs. Merrill Bartlett has returned
Pilgrim Days and Later.”
N.ckcrson as Joyce Belmont and Es
to her homc In South Thomastor
______
______
I position.
rector, Marion Harvie.
ther Chapman as Mrs. Warren are
after being a patient at Knox Hos The benefit dinner dance for Robert Gardner and Irma
pupils from the Purchase Street
Two of our members. Ruth Harper
the social leaders, very haughty and
pital.
Knox Hospital at the Thorndike I
Firlcpft Star In This Three- School, Mrs Helen D. Perry, teacher, 'violin* and her sister, Eleanor domineering. Buy your ticket early!
UlCkett
Otar
In
Ih
se;
.,
ral
charmln
.
(trumpet),
are
playing
for
an
enterThursday night was highly success
Mrs. Frank Fields was hostess to
Act Comedy
j littIe £ongs the tonc qualjty and d;> tainment at Thomaston Friday night
ful, the returns being most gratify
One comforting thought about the
Chummy Club Wednesday evening,
New music has been ordered much
ing to the committee ln charge—Mrs. |
unusually cold weather Is that it
Pleasant Valley Grange presented f.'on being especially good. Mrs
bridge honors falling to Mrs. Her
Esther Rogers, music supervisor. t0Jh*tde.lisht Of a!1
L E. McRae. Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr.
brings thc skating rink nearer.
[ the comedy, "A Peach of a Family,”
bert Mullen and Mrs. Flora Femald.
Ruth Harper was the lucky one last
) Miss Carrie Fields.
There were
• • • •
conducted and accompanied at the
Circle supper ”3?”the Congrega- [around 125 at dinner, augmented by
» ^_J^lae_17h^r^y, "*ht;
meeting.
Copies of monthly magazines such
piano.
The Harvie Family Orchestra fur as “The (iolden Book," "Asia," "Re
played
as
tional church Wednesday will have several others for the dance. It was 1I Robert Gardner,
.
... the lead
v.
... At the business meeting it was
nished music for the play at thc view of Reviews,” "Popular Me
a
very
colorful
affair,
many
stunning
Stephen
Richmond,
the
ne'er
uo
Miss Charlotte Buffum as chairman.
Pleasant Valley Grange Hall Thurs chanics," and "Current Digest" are
Her assistants will be Mrs A. C. evening gowns noted in the as- weH nephew, and needs no intro- chase Street School, and to give
day night.
semblage.
Whalen's
Privateers
furduction
to
the
public
in
his
ability
now available in the school library.
Jones, Mrs. J. O. Stevens. Mrs. Neil
a six-months' subscription of Tlie
nished
delightful
music.
Tony
Acas
an
actor,
and
the
young
star
Their appearance Is made possible by
A. Fogg. Mrs. C. A. Rose, Mrs. E.
Courier-Gazette to Mrs. Marie Colby COWAN WINS SLANDER SUIT
the large numbers of juniors and
Stewart Orbeton. Mrs. Clarence card! sang sonme of his popular hits, gave an excellent performance. of Bath, State publicity chairman.
Munsey, Mrs Fred Linekin, Mrs. M. and Mrs. Blanche Morton was heard \ Etta Anderson as Mrs. Pickett, the It was also voted to initiate an at A suit for slander brought by seniors subscribing to "Scholastic,”
F. Lovejoy and Mrs. R. E. Thurston. in readings. Other features were • family housekeeper, Myron Young tendance campaign in thc near George A. Cowan of Damariscotta the national High School weekly.
• * • *
auctioning off five boudoir dolls j as Jack Belmont, gave a fine porfuture.
former county attorney against Mrs, A book week assembly was given by
Miss Marian Weidmanrecently
given by Mrs. J. M. Baldrige and 10 j trayal ol their roles. Irma Fickett.
----- Arlene Pushard was heard ln the Lin division 7-3 of Junior High School
entertained at a familydinner party Strand Theatre tickets donated by J as Pauline Shelby, played opposite
coln County Superior Court Thursday with Harold Dondis as leader. This
at her home in Rockport, her guests L. E. McRae, Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., i Mr. Gardner and her splendid inand a verdict for $176 was found for program was presented: Devotional
being Mr. and Mrs. William D. Tal and Mrs. E. K. Leighton acted as auc-. terpretation of that character, to- j Turn That Vacant Room
the plaintiff. Mrs. Pushard. who has exercises; recitation, "Captain Kida
Into Cash With a
bot of Portland, Mrs. David Talbot, tioneers, Mrs. Baldrige also gave a ; gether with Mr. Gardner's ability I
a suit for damages pending in Cum That's Mc," Ha»old Dondis; play
Mrs. Ibra Ripley and Harry Pratt of i sum of money. Mrs. Harriet Frost! as coach. were the highly essential' “To Rent” Advertisement
berland County against Mr. Cowan "Treasure"—Captain. Solomon Cohen;
donated the flowers which formed the J factors in the success of the play. 1
Rockland and Miss Adella Larson.
in The Courier-Gazette
because of Injuries she alleges she Pirates. Elmer Bird, Donald Chis
decorative features, and the use of Raymond Anderson as Augustussuffered when she visited his home holm, Charles Duff, Raymond Harper,
Telephone 770
Charles Small and son Sherwood the dining room for dancing was also ■, Richmond, gave an excellent perappeared in court to a wheel chair.
are on a hunting trip in the vicinity given by Proprietor O Neil. The fine fOrmance. Florence Young as Mrs.
Maurice Johnson. Malcolm MacDon
of Lubec.
ald .Roger Perry, Roger Vase, William
spirit of generosity shown accounts! Richmond, deserves extra credit, it
.Weed. John Welch, Clarence Yeager;
for the tidy sum netted-8100.75.
| bp,ng her flrgt. appearance on the
Mrs. W. O. Fuller will present for
accompanist, Grant Davis; book charI stage. She did her part letter perthe Woman’s Educational Club next
RECRUITING FOR ARMY
acters—guessed by the audience—
I
feet.
Crosby
Ludwlck
as
Frank
Tuesday at 630 p. m. at thc Bok
"Colonial Twins of Virginia,” DoroSergeant Melvin A. Kelley, former, Manning, had a Job on his hands
Nurses' Home, her lecture on “Mont
I thy and Norma Frost; “Little Women."
pelier." Tills has been given, by re Army recruiting officer in charge of t.-ylng to straighten out the entangle
Edith Bcrggren, Edith Gray, Madoquest, in various Maine towns, with recruiting affairs for the Regular ment. Frank M. Tibbetts as CorneVJ lyn McKusick, Anna Taylor; "Becky
conspicuous success, as Mrs. Fuller Army has re-opened a recruiting Hus Shelby, was a star in that role,
To place the Winter Memorial Wreaths and we are
Thatcher and Tom Sawyer," Patricia
is conceded to be an authority on office at 124 Lisbon street, Lewiston The others of thc cast reflected credit
Hall and Grant Davis; "Pollyanna,”
ready to make them to your order
artistic furnishings, period furniture for the purpose of accepting all quali upon themselves — Elinor Phinney,
Sisko Lehto; “Heidi," Virginia Rack
etc, and was in charge of this im fied young men for the Regular Army Marion Mullen, Bernice Haining and J
You want fresh straw flowers for your house bou
liffe; "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"
portant endeavor for correct selec who wish to enroll at this time. Sgt. Dorothy Vose. Much praise and 1
quets, too. We have them.
Felice Perry.
tions when "Montpelier" was being Kelley states that there are vacancies credit are given the entire cast.
• * * «
Chrysanthemums are in blossom—lovely ones
The play Is to be repeated in a
made ready for public inspection. at this time in the Infantry, Field
Final preparations are being made
Class A of key women is closed (with Artillery, Coast Artillery, Engineers nearby town very soon. Specialty
for “Jerry of Jericho Road," the
and the season is short
Mrs. Ingraham and Mrs. Rich), Class Tank Corps, Cavalry and Band locat dance numbers were by Gladys
musical comedy to be presented by
Get Yours!
B Is closed (Bertha Orbeton and ed in thc following places: Panama. Libby of Camden, and Beverly Bowthe pupils and alumni of R.HS.
Priscilla Richardson having qualified) Hawaii, Portland I^arbor, Ft. Ethan I den. These youngsters have also won
under the auspices of the Parentand there is curiosity as to which Allen, Vt, Fort Adams, R. I, Fort many laurels elsewhere. Music was-BI
Teacher Association. The cast Is
Educational Club members will con Banks and Devens, Mass, and Fort by the Harvie Famllie Orchestra.
made up of some 95 pupils, several
FLOWER SHOP
stitute Class C of key women by H. G. Wright, N Y. Young men de
of whom have already made their
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
meeting the conditions before the siring information in regards to en Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Norton en
debut ln former High School pro
next picnic, Nov. 21, Ellen Daly, listment should communicate with tertained last night with a venison
131-tf
ductions. The music Is snappy; the
Sgt. Kelley at once.
hostess.
supper.
dances are clever, and the lines witty

NOW

Is The Appropriate Time

SILSBY’S

20 Stars as big as thescJAMES CAGNEY • RUBY KEELER

DICK POWELL

JOAN BLONDEI'

NOW PLAYING
“WILD HOYS OF THE
ALL STAR CAST

Shows

OAD"

font. Sat.
2-00 io 10-30

2-0(1

6-3(1 A 8-30

Such a combination cannot fail to
please any audience.
Stars from previous shows will in
clude Leon White. Howard Crockett.
Nathalie Jones, and Stanley Gay
Add to this list Dorothy Harvey who
was heard last winter in "Green Pas
tures,” Eddie Griffin of radio fame
Virginia Leach with her winning per
sonality, Edwin Edwards as Mr. Bean
from Boston iwith his fourteen little
Biansi, Walter Barstow as "Old Unclt
Pete" of Feudal Ranch. Charlotte
Mattatall aod Dorothy Boynton, a
modern wife with a modern flapper—
and the omens seem favorable.
But any show Professional or ama
teur, needs a large and appreciative
audience to do the best. Lend your
support.

CAUTION TO MOTORISTS

"Don't thiew lighted cigarets from
your automobile.” This Is the plea of
Dr. Miller McClintock, director of
Th? Albert Ru ?1 Erskine Traffic Bu
reau of Harvard University.
"Millions of dollars of damage is
dene ev.ry year by motorists who
throw lighted cigareu from their
cars.'' says Dr. McClintock. "This is
1 p.daily true in our "forests and na
tional parks. Strangely enough tne
practice eften causes fire and damage
lo thc car of the very one who com
mits the offense. The present-day
automobile is usually equipped with
ash receivers and these should ba

used."

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all pointt of interest—Modern in every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
■irround the hotel
Many rooms with private balcomea

Bookie

HOTEL
GRA3JVjhTN
June to
October

Applieation

Corner Second Street
and First

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November Ist. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share. 1
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
thp office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
.

109-S-tf
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Every-Other-Day

SMART BOY SCOUTS

Something About the Fine

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Record Which Has Been

Made By Troop 2

What our llghtkeeperf and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. Tlie day's news from
Troop Two is ready to receive toys
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
for distribution to the needy at
Christmas time. Will anyone desir
The Cuckolds
I Then thcre arc many who say "our
The appearance of Alice Bradlee Richard B. Harrison for Ms out ing to contribute please call any
Mr. and Mrs H. A. Lyle are spend-1 books were all read up, wth nothing
Pooler, "chansoneuse" (singer of standing contribution to the cause Scout listed below, or the Scoutmas
ing the winter at Cuckold's with their left until you came." Mrs. Talibot
songs) in Bangor Nov. 10 holds a note of education, for his understanding
ter, ar.d a Scout will call for them.
daughter Mrs. E. D. Elliot. They wants Down East newspapers, no
of local interest for Rockland, as interpretation of Negro life and
have spent the past year in Canada.. matter how old, so we are saving them
Mrs. Pooler is a daughter of the late i character on the stage and lecture Broken ones will be repaired so far
H. E. Seavey and Scott Gray left i for her. This reminds us to say. outRcv. Charles W. Bradlee. a former, platform, for his constructive in as possible.
Sunday
on a gunning trip to Colum- of-date magazines are valuable. Nopastor of the Pratt Memorial M. E. fluence in inspiring and preserving
Troop 2, the oldest continuously ac
tlce the “one year ago" column in this
bia Falls.
Church- Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mrs.; harmonious relationships, for his un- tive troop in this district has achieved
F W. Morong. governmen^machln- paper, and similar departments in
William Ellingwood were privileged [ failing loyalty to his home city and new heights. It now numbers 32
to hear this fascinating artist in j the dignity which has always
ist, left the station Friday of last other papers. Wh.le some stories lose
registered Scouts, a full troop of four
their value with the passing of time
week.
recital at the fall meeting of the characterized his presentations of
patrols
with
these
officers
and
Mem|
others
keep it Just the same, and
Ralph
Gray
is
acting
as
substitute
State Federation of Women's Clubs j Greensboro abroad, for his kindly
others
grow
more valuable every year.
for
H.
E.
Seavey
during
his
absence
bers:
Scoutmaster.
Harold
Whitehill:
i
at Poland Spring House.
personality and enduring friendship."
• • • •
This
is
all
for now—all but one very
Mrs. Pooler after leaving Maine
The volume bore the signature of assistant Scoutmasters Ray Hoch,
Boon Island
personal
question.
Which kind of
studied in Boston. Providence. New the mayor and other city officials as Percy Young and Linwood Aylward:
Floyd Singer was ashore at York story am I? Which kind are you?
York and Paris. She first became well as those of the secretaries of junior assistant Scoutmasters. Rich
Harbor Tnursday for mail and sup
Arthur H Sargent. Jonesport.
known for her unique Juvenile re- numerous civic organizations,
ard Britt and Howard Chase; Senior j
plies.
t
citals in costume, recreating •and I
• • • •
The workmen are about ready to
carrying the essential spirit of child- | All who love singing, dancing and patrol leader. Walter Staples
WHITE HEAD
Buffalo Patrol Patrol leader, Rob
set up the new engines. They have
hood through combined effects of colorful pictures aannot afford to
ert Chandler: assistant patrol lead- ■
The White Head correspondent
the cemen’ beds completed.
music, action and costume, a delicate , mlss ‘he operetta "Jerry of Jericho
E
Harmon members Gor-I
Mr. Tracy received his appointment would appreciate it very much if
and elusive art for which few are I Road" which the Parent-Teacher | *r' Eu*er'e **arn,on'i "L™ „ °°r
ana eiusne art, tor wnicn ie» an
don Richardson, Gardiner Brown (
last week Friday as keeper of Boon news were sent to her more often,
As ociation is presenting Thursda..
1
fitted bv insight and >'mp*rament i
7“ "7, Richard Britt, Robert Harmon. MilIsland in Mr. Hutchins' place, he now so that we might publish a column
Mrs. Pooler's audiences of adults and and Friday of next week. The cast is
ton Lawry and Walter Staples.
being retired.
of items twice a month.
children are almost instantly trans- drawn almost wholly from High
Lion Patrol: Patrol leader, Carle
Mrs. James Anderson and daugh
L. B. Beal spent his liberty day at
ported with her into the realm of School students, with Adelaide Cross ton Gregory; assistant patrol leader,
_____
lar effects are said to surpass those in Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, who ter Bessie were visitors at Mrs.
Rockland, also H W. Andrews. Mon
youth, and to be quickly captured by coaching. It is a charming story. Philip Perkins; members, Albert LevOne of the largest and most dis- "«nd Street" and "Oold Diggers of made such tremendous hits in “42nd Tracy's on Saturday. They are on
day.
her sympathetic gift of expressing
music is tuneful and catchy and ensaler. Donald Marriner, Stuart
1933."
Street" and "Gold Diggers of 1933,' Goat Island Light.
„
If. is reported that Tom Scott of
the definite and evanescent charm of ; 0,6 dance numbers are peppy and MacAlman. Frederick Bartlett, Rus tinctlve casts ever assembled for a
"Footllght Parade will bring to- are again teamed in "Footllght Pa
Mr and Mrs Harvey Bagley and
screen
production
appears
in
"Footgf
lhrr
ftgaiJJ
tw0
of
m0J
.
popular
Rackllff's
Island caught a 100 pound
childhood.
j unique.
rade"
as
the
ingenue
and
juvenile
sell Hewett, Clarence Peterson.
son of Portsmouth were calling on the
halibut one day last week and 300
Her programs are given in four
* * * *
light Parade," a mammoth spectacle, p;ayers of the screen in (he lea ling leads. The two have worked so well Tracys Sunday.
Seal
Patrol:
Patrol
leader,
Charles
.
.
.
...
Effa Ellis Perfield. noted pedagogue
parts, 1. Long. Long Ago. with i
’
which comes to Strand Theatre Mon- roles, James Cagney with Joan Blon- together and their talents In singing
We had quite a snowfall up this pounds of codfish, all on hand lines.
,
..
....
of New York, who is well known here, Frazier; assistant patrol leader.
and
dancing
are
so
adapted
to
each
selections from the years 1551.1612
, , \
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham
Kingsley
Strout;
members,
Harold
day. Tuesday and Wednesday.
dell playing opposite him. Tlie pair
way last Saturday night or early Sun
,
' Particularly by some of our music
and 1640. also a song from the 18th
.
...
_
.
.
nade their fust hit on the screen to- other, that Warner Bros, plan to con day morning.
have returned from 48-hour liberty
Kaler. Milton Clark. Calvin Beals
Four popular sure. James Cagniv.
teachers who are exponents of her
gether m "Sinners Holiday," for tinue pairing them in the future.
centurj’ and one from the 19th cen
Lawrence Cole, Albert Libby, John
Mrs. Tracy was in Portsmouth Sat- spent at Jonesport.
| theories, is conducting six series of
Jean Biondell. Ruby Keeler and Dick
Frank McHugh. Guy Kibbee and urday.
tury. 2, Meanwhile the Immigrants
Moo radian
free classes in her city, featuring
I Miss Myrtle Faulkingham of
Cagney and Biondell made unusu-lRuth Donnelly form a comedy team
Prom a: The British Isles and b:
Crow Patrol: Patrol leader, Vinton Powell, head the long list of players
Everyone on Boon is well at this Bakers Island was overnight guest
| "Better Musical Material. Better
The Continent, 3, The Gay Nineties
Beal; members, Harry Burns, Brain Fifteen lead ng featured players liaw ally successful appearances together ’ that Is par excellence, while Claire writing.
i last Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs Frank
Pedagogy. Better Way to Interest
and the Twentieth Century, senti
erd Thurston, Kenneth Thurston Important roles in support of the later in "Blonde Crazy" and "The Dodd plays the role of a gold digging
' Alley at the Light
and Educate the Public and Real
Howard Chase. Leland Turner, Cleve stars, while two hundred and fifty of Crowd Roars" as the leading per- vamp.
Two Bush
mental ballads, popular ‘hits' and
Sherman Spaulding and Ghftrles
Lessons."
the most talented and beautiful girls formers. Both rose rapidly to star- [ Unusually catchy song numbers
land Morey. Earl Sukeforth.
Mrs. Fred Batty and son Billy have J
light opera; 4, The Golden Age of
Burnham of Auburn were at Rackin
Hollywood
will
take
part
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